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The area studied, which lies on the edge of the Jotunheim mountains, 
190 km. flort)test of Oslo in the county of OppleiI, is situated at the 
eastern ad of Lake Igdin (alt, 205 a.) and on the north and south shores 
of Lake Vinatri (alt. 1030 a.) to the east of Lake !ygdin (Ft-1. 1). 
The western and northern parts of the area lie within the Upper 
Sotun Nappe, which in composed here of meta-igneous rocks. The part south 
of Lake Viriatri is occupied by aeta-sedimentary Cambro-OrdoviOlan rooks, which 
underlie the Upper Sotast Heppe. 
The Jotm Heppe, north of Lake Vinstri, is dominantly granite 
which has weathered to give a rolling moorland topography, with poor exposure, 
reaching up to 1500 me  At the eastern end of Lake Bygdtn however, the napps 
is composed of gebbro which has weathered to a steep rocky mountainous area 
with good exposure. The highest part of the area is at 16Q0 a., but outside 
the area, the wufl,taine rise to over 2300 a. 
To the south of Lake Vinstri, the meta-sediments (molding the 
rtygdin conglomerate) have formed a topography similar to that on the north 
side, but the exposure on the south side is excellent. The southern part of 
the area rises up to 1300 a. 
In addition to Bygdtn, a email area of 5 sq. km. uss mapped near 
Sy'nberg, which lies A km. south of the Bit Thorn. The object we to 
determine the complete sequence of the Cambro.-Ordovician rocks. At 
Synb.rg a complete section can be seen through the Csasbro-OrdoviOiwi, down 
to the Pr.-(mbrl*ii basement which outcrops in the Beito window. 
L 
Access to the area is made by the N 225 road from Pgsr'n.s, 53 kme 
south of Llygdin. This road runs north-south through the western end of the 
area, passing between Lake 1)ygcltn and Lake Vinstri and up over the Va].drssflyt, 
the high moorland to the north of Vinstri. From this road, frthar access 
can be gained by using two private toll roads, one of which rune alcmg the 
north shore of Yinstri and the other from the N 225 at Hug=, north to the 
eastern end of Olevatri. 
The  area is covered by sheets 1617 lv (west end) and 1617 I (east 
end) of the New Military Map Series (Scale 1* 50,000) and geologically by 
Strand's Slidi'. Memoir and map (N-G-U. no.  180). Aerial photographic 
coverage is provided by photographs produced by Wider$a'a F].yvee.]skap A/3. 
Before discussing the 3y1in area, the general geology of Southern 
Norway will he described (Fig. 1). 
Most of Norway is composed of a northeast trending Galedonian 
Mountain chain resting on the Pre-Cexabrtafl Baltic Shield which has been 
reworked in part by the Caledonian Orogany. In the south of Norway part of 
this basement forms a Foreland to the Caledonian System. Between the For]aM 
and the core of the Caledonian chain,, lies a complex marginal thrust zone. A 
section from Oslo, northwest through the Sotunh.im Mountains will be described 
to iUustrete the structure of the Caledonian system. 
In the (lo region and in the I.x1angeridda to the west of Oslo, 
a thin .equenoe of fossiliferous antoohthonous Osabro-Silurian sediments, up 
to 200 e. thick, overuse unaonformab]y the Pre..(briafl basement. 
it N.G.U. - Norgee Geo].ogiske kiera8ke1.ne. 
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These sediments are the "Eastern" or aiogoaynclinal Cambro-Silurian sedt.s 
deposited on the aoutheaat Foreland of the Ol.donian g.oayno]the. 
When traced towards the northwest, the.. autoohthonoua "Easter&' 
sediments era overthrust by the lowest nappe of the marginal thrust tone. 
This nappe has Bo-Cambrian .pe.raginit. (a Norwegian tore for an arkosie sediment) 
at the base, and a cover of "Eastern" Ceebro-Ordoviolan sediments. When this 
nappe Is traced northeast into Sweden, It is found to have been over-ridden 
by higher ospp.e of go-Cambrian sparspiite and Caabro-Ordovioian sediment.. 
These nappee constitute the "Lower Quartzite Nappea" and show low grad. 
greens Ohiat f*oioe metamorphism. 
AU of theee nappea have been thrust toward, the outheast along 
flat-lying thrust planes, over the non..ciietaaorphio autoohthonoua sediments 
of the -,&lo region. This thrusting has caused some fouling of the Oslo rooks 
by dooUament g].l4tng along the Junction with the Archaean basement. 
Above the Lower Quartzite Nappes, lie the Lower and Upper Jotun 
Nappea, a10 thrust towards the southeast. These upper nappsa are composed 
of Ceebro-Ordovician sediments of the "Western" or eugeoaynel-i-n*l type, and 
high grade crystalline rocks of saphibolite and gze.nu].ite fades. 
The Iwer Jbtun Nappe is composed of a crystalline basement with 
a relic cover of C.mbro-Ordoviaian eugoeynalinal sediments similar to those 
or the Trondheim Synoltnorium. 
Between the Lower and Upper Jotun Nappea lies a sequence of tectonic 
sediments, the Ja]slrea Sparagmita, which has been derived from the Lower 
Heppe after or during its emplacement. The Sparagmit. has later been over-
sthrust and deformed by the Upper Jotun Nappe, The Upper Nappe is composed 
3. 
entirely of oharuockitis crystalline rocks of a unique type termed the Bsrgsn-
Jotim kindred (Go]Mtdt, 1916 b). 
In the 1rgcUn area, the Lover Jotun lappe is missing, and so the 
Upper Jotun Nappe and the Veidree Sparagmits rest directly on the bro-  
Ordovician sediments of the lowest rtait& nappe. 
3oth Jotun Nappes lie in a northeast trending synclinal depression 
termed the "P1tung.grab.n!' by Qoldaohaidt (1912). At the notheast end of 
the Jotun Nappes, the eugoaync4nal sediments of the Lover Nappe, open out 
into the Trondheim Sync1inorimi. On the northwest aide of the Jotunheim, the  
Vaidres Sparagmite reappears on the northwest flub of the "ft.ltung.graben", 
and here the Speragmit. overlies Gmbro-Ordovtoi*n sediments which have 
recently been shown by D. Cowan (personal communication) to be eugmo.yncltri.il  
and may in fact be part of the Lover Jotun Nappe and the Trondheim Synolinoriun. 
Below this eugeosynolinal sequence, lies the core of the Caledonian 
mountain chain. This core seems to be composed dominantly of Pre-(mbrian 
gneiesee, reworked during the (1edoxiian Orog.ny. The structure of this 
sore is largely unknown, although Muret (1960) has demonstrated a sequence 
of four Alpine type nappes, rooted In Surnada]., with cores of basement gnmias 
and envelopes of Eo.Oaabrian and Cambro-Silurian rocks. These nappes, like 
the thrust margin, have moved toward, the southeast. Above these nappes lies 
the Trondheim Synclinorium, which Strand (1961) has suggested might be 
equivalent to the Lover Jotun Nappe. 
Excellent summaries of the structure and petrology of the Norwegian 
].idonidee are given by Ib].tedahl (1960) and Ftrand (1961)0 
4. 
(b) Jroduction of the ?m. oonoeT,t to h. Jotwthsin 
The Jotun Nappes were inelizi.d in a report on the }krdangervidda 
district by Bragger (1893) aM although the n.ppe concept had already been 
introduced to Scandinavia by the swedish geologist AA. Törnebohs, 11rgger 
failed to interpret the gneissea overlying tabro..Si1urian sediments as part 
of a napp. He believed the contact to be a metamorphic bowdary, and explained 
the inarsesm in metamorphic grnde upvaris as a result of the intrusion of igneous 
rooks above the s.dtaents which were later ov.d by erosion. 
Bjrl.ykk. (1902) described mechanical contacts, with aylonites, at 
the base of the crystalline massifs in the krdangsrvidda, and along with 
Reush and Rekstad was ready to accept the nappe theory for that region (Strand, 
in i4oltedahl, 1960, p.136). Then Bjr1ykk. (1905) d.scrib.d the geology of 
Central Southern Norway and showed that the crystal14 n massifs were situated 
above the iabro.-Ordovician sediments, or the Vaidree Spars gait., throughout 
the whole of the nappe region. But by this time he had rejected the nappe 
theory and accepted Bragger's  original hypot} eats. He thought that the 
mechanical contacts at the base of the nassife only indicated s mall movements. 
Go]Iachmidt (1916b) described the petrology of the crystalline rocks 
throughout the Jatun region, and grouped these rocks with similar rocks of the 
Bergen region into the "Bergen-Jotun kindred" all of which showed a supposed 
aharnockitic stamp. He suggested that the Jotm rocks had moved into their 
present position along basal thrust planes, but were rooted in the 
"Y Itungs rabn". (Golda ahmidt, 1916.). 
Holtedahl (1936, p.136) was the first to postulate a large transport 
distance fOr the Jotun Happen. lit suggested that the Jotwi rocks were not 
rooted in the "PRltungsgrsben" but in fact "floated" on a basal thrust plan. 
5 . 
above the underlying sediments without shoving signs of rooting .iywhsre. 
!bltedahl'e hypothesis has amos been accepted by most Scandinavian 
geologists, although Oft.dahl (1961) has tried to reintroduce o1daohmtdt's 
hypothesis. 1.ev.r, since then, a gravity survey of the Jotun Happen has 
been completed by Scott Smithson (196). Smithson's results are ambiguous 
in that he can erect two models for the Jotun Nappes, depending on the two 
density contrasts used. With a density contrast of 0 9 12 gm/ac, his results 
gi,e a minimum thickness in the "Faltungsgrab.n" of ]4 km., and with one of 
09 20 gm/cc, a minimum thickness of 8 km. The first model suggests that the 
na.ppee say root in the "Faltungagz'sben' and the second suggests that they do 
not. Smithson chooses the second model as the likeliest because it fits the 
geological data beet. Even a ainimurs thickness of 8 km.. is considerably 
greater than has previously been supposed. 
IW 
The liygdin conglomerate was molded in a paper describing the 
conglomerates of the Vaidres Sparegmit., by Qo]dsohmidt (1916.). H. figured 
the Bygdin conglomerate and included some measurements of deformed pebbles, 
as well as describing the petrology of the conglomerate and the Veidrea 
Sparagmite. Goldaohmidt also discussed the origin of the Jotun Nappea. 
This was followed by a description of the atruotural petrology of the 8ygdin 
Conglomerate by Strand (1945), including iniorof$brios of the deformed pebble.. 
Near orthorhombic quartz girdles with northwest .a parallel to the pebble 
elongation and minor fold axes were described by Strand, as well as extreme 
variation in shape of the pebbles from rod shapes to flat psnoske shape.. 
6. 
Strand (1951) also published a memoir and a map of the Slidre area 
(including rgdin) and extended details of the Ceabro-Ordovician itrat.tgraphy 
in the V.ldrea area (Strand, 195). These are ariaed in Tab].. 1, where 
the stratigrapby is correlated with the classic Oslo sequence, and with the 
emotion mapped by the author in the Be Ito window near Bygdin. 
Strand's work on the Bygdln conglomerate has often been used by 
other workers to demonstrate the so-called "e-lineation aseoiated with 
thrusting, which is formed parallel to the direction of movement of the 
thrust (Anderson, 1948. Kva1e, 1953). 
Flinn (1959) has noted the geological similarities between North 
Best Sh.tlands and the Totunheia, and also the comparable pebble defortion 
in the Funsi. conglomerate (Shetland) and the Dygdln conglomerate (Fthm, 
1961). Both conglomerates show similar types of rod and oak. deformation. 
The object of research was to determine the relationship of the 
elongated pebbles and the so-called cross-folds to the thrusting, and to 
study the deformation of the iygdin conglomerate. BefOre field work started, 
base maps were constructed, with the help of Mr. H.?. Kirby of the Geography 
Department at Minburgh University, on the scale of 1*20 9000 beceise the 
existing ordnance maps of the area were on too small a scale for detailed 
structural mapping. Both the 1:509000 Military Maps and serial photographs 
were used. At first, a Zeiss Ster.otape A plotting machine was used but 
unfortunately the vertical tilt of the aerial photorsphs was too large 
to be able to provide accurate maps. 
7. 
Flual-]y the 1s5OOOO asp@ were enlarged O$ioaU7 to 1s20,000, and 
a Zeiss Aarotopograph, aoabin.d with the aerial photographs used to correot. 
the enlarged mapse 
Field mapping ise earned out during two rnr field laseons, and 
the major structure and the structural history of the area determined, athg 
the minor structures and modern structural teohniqs such as those id by 
!.asay (1957a and b, 1960) and  Turner and Jet.. (1963)0 
The deformed pebbles in the Iygdin aong1rate were measured 
along joint face, to determine the ai*mt and ayaetry of strain throuout 
the conglomerate outcrop. 
I 
The stratigrapbg and petrography will be comeidered in two parts. 
The Upper Jotiat 1ppe 
The Osabro-Ordo Asian Sediments 
[v1tD' fflT:1 
On the eo]oi0a1 asp of the area 	p I), the U;per Sotun riappe 
in divided into two separate thrust sheets. 
To the south of Lake kygcI1n, towards the BiUhorn, ineluding the 
peninsula at the east end of take WMdlnv the Upper tppe is composed almost 
entirely of SRbbroic ro.jka. The rest of the Jotum Yappe to the north and 
northeast of Orgding along the north side of lake ltn.tri, in oompoE.d 
dominantly or granite and int.rrd Late igesous rooks. Between. Lake Wgdln 
IL 
and the Bit thorn, the gabbro and granitic sheets are separated by a thin 
wedge of Bygdln conglomerate, with both the granite and the conglomerate 
wedge dipping westwards underneath the gabbro sheet. The conglomerate may 
have been a thin wedge which has been caught up by the thrusting and 
squeezed in between two moving thrust sheets. This structure can be 
correlated with the Jotun thrust zone at Eidebugaren at the west end of 
take 3ygdin, where Maortitohie (personal communication) has found a granite 
sheet immediately above the basal thrust plane which has itself been over-
:thrust by a gabbro sheet with a petrology similar to the l3itihorn gabbro. 
(i) Gabbro sheet 
The Bitihorn gabbros are coarse grained epigranular rocks with 
white or pink felspar and dark ferromagnesian minerals. In contrast to the 
granitic sheet, the gabbros show little sign of oataclais induced by the 
Upper Jotu.n Thrust movements, except in the area above the thrust wedge of 
conglomerate, where the gabbro has been broken down to a fine grained well 
foliated phyllonite. 
Most of the gabbros show well developed igneous textures, including 
some rhythmic layering of felspar and ferromagnesian minerals (Plate ha), 
graded bedding and in one case load casting of a dense ferromagnesian rich 
layer into a loss dense felspar rich layer. Also in thin section, hornblende 
and spinel show well developed intercumulus textures suggesting or7stal-
:llzation of a late liquid in the interstitial spaces between the cumulus 
phases. 
9. 
The dominant assemblage is labradorite-clinopyoene-orthoPYro7eie-
hornblendo, often with accessory, quartz, apatite, and black spine).. The 
proportion of amphibole may vary considerably, with orthopyroxene being 
completely replaced in the assemblage by amphibole. In one case, the 
assemblage also contains some microperthite. Goldachmidt (1916b, p.40) 
gives a chemical analysis of a gabbro west of the Bitihorn, just outside 
the area mapped, to illustrate the composition of nangerite (a micro-
perthite gabbroic rock common in the Bergen-Jotun suite). The gabbroa 
grade into mangerite with increasing microperthita content. However, the 
amount of microperthite in any of the Bit ihorn rocks mapped, does not 
justify classifying these as mangerites. 
Goldschrnidt (ibid., pp.35-38) also classified the Bergen Jotun 
gabbros as norites, but the I3itiborn gabbros have insufficient hyperathene 
to justify this classification, and are really hyperethene and hornblende 
gabbroa. 
On the west side of the Bitihorn massif, the gabbro has been 
intruded by ultra-basic ?dykes with an olivineclinopyroxene-arth ophyllite 
labredorit e-biot it e-green apinel core, and a clino-pyoxne-orthoproxene 
margin. This intrusion seems to be similar to the ultra-basic dykes described 
by Battey (1960). The anthophy].Ute seems to be replacing olivine and 
probably crystallized during intrusion. The stability field of anthophyllite 
(Greenwood, 1963) suggests intrusion temperatures between 65000 and 7500C. 
The Bit ihoru gabbroa appear to have undergone a later phase of 
recrystallization. Many parts of the gabbro are out by a later series of 
10. 
sstososing sheer planeS, and parts of the gibbro on the peninsula at the 
east end of Lake ay@Un  are remobilized with xenoliths of 5abbro with contorted 
igneous layering floating in a petite matrix. This phase may be 
equivalent to the pro-thrusting remobilization phase at SUBWOrOn (Battey 
and HaeRitOhie, Impublished data). 
(ii) uranite sheet. 
This sheet is composed almost entirely of granitic and intermediate 
acidic igneous rooks. thifortunataly, most of these rooks have a strong 
ostaclastic texture induced by the thrusting of the .lotun Nappe, .ihtoh has 
destroyed much of the original texture of the rock. Ilornb]ande and biot it. 
granites are the dominant rooks, wid most of the ranks contain microcline 
perthite and a plagoiclase which may range in composition from 
to oligoolaaa/afldsatfle. The composition of many of theee rocks is 
difficult to eat twtte because of the cataclaitta texture and in that many 
of the"intermediate" rocks have been classified only on their dark 
mineral content. 
An analysis of a biotite granite from the Synahorn north of 
k3ygdifl, is given by Goldsohaidt (1916b, p.52). 
Just above the thrust plane at L3ygdin and at various horizons 
throughout the granite sheet, the granitic rooks are oataclased to fine 
grained hornblende phyflonites. 
One specimen of interest shoved a quartz_eeoperthite0Tth0 
zpyroxeneGlinOp7rOXefl0 aseemblage with an accessory amount of oligoolass, 
Which suggests that this rook lies in the granulite foiea. Rovsver, 
all other granitic rocks are of the amphibolite facies. 
11. 
kge relationships of the igneous rooks can be determined, with the 
intermediate igneous rocks predating the granite. Plate lib shown 
xenoliths of darker intermediate rock in a granite matrix. 
North of SynBhorn, four xenolith-like lenses of ].abradorite-
horrJlende amphibolite were found floating in the granite. These amphi-
:bolites seem to be related to the hornblende gabbros of the Bitihorn and 
in fact the gabbro is intruded by granite on the peninsula at the east end 
of lake Bygdin. A !netadolerite dyke with a north north east trend was 
discovered intruded into granite at the east end of Lake Vinstri and 
similar dolerites with the same trend have been discovered at idabugaren 
by Battey and MacRitchie (personal communication). 
Piecing together these age relationships, the igneous history 
appears to be - 
1) Gabbro crystallization and intrusion 
of ultra-basic dykes. 
?Intermediate igneous rock crystallized. 
Intrusion of granite. 
Intrusion of dolerite dyke. 
All the above rocks, including the dolerite dyke, show an overprinting 
of the greenachist facies metamorphism associated with the thrusting of the 
Upper Jotun Nappe, proving that the complete igneous history is pre-thrusting 
and probably of Pre-Cambrian age. 
12. 
The Cambxo-.Ordovioian sequence erected by Strand (in Holtedah]., 
1960, p1.) for the Slidre area is given in Table I along with the writer's 
succession in the Butte window. Fossiliferous rocks up to Liandeilo age 
are present in Slidre below the )411.enn Formation and the Vaidres 
Sparanite, but no fossil., are present at Beito. The MsUaenn Formation in 
both areas seems to represent a pe.asags group between the Cambro..Ordovician 
rocks and the Vaidrea Sparagmite (Strand, 1958). 
The age and tectonic significance of the Vaidres SparaMits have 
been much discussed by Norwegian geologists. Goldscheidt (1916.) suggested 
that the Vaidres Spar. mite was a flyach or molasse deposit derived after or 
during the emplaosnent of the Lower .Totun Nappe, and deformed by the ktor 
thrusting of the Upper Jotun Nappe. 
Kulling (1961) suggested that in fact the Vaidrea Spuragmite 
represented a middle nappe of Eo-Cernbrian Sparagmito between the Lower and 
Upper Jotun Nappee, an the basis of a supposed thrust plane between the 
Valdres Sparagmite and the Mellsenn Formation. 
1L0IMVOT, Strand (1951), who originally mapped the area for the 
Norwe ian Survey, support. GoLachmidt' a hypothesis and has retlied to Kulling 
(Strand, 19, 1962). 
eaentia]j j1kIacII-1jAdtIs and trand's rtowi are as follows. 
At R.ajØoUene, 30 km. east of Mellene, South Slidre, a gabbro massif 
which represents the Lower Sotun Nappo, rests on a thrust plane above the 
Mellsenn Formation, and is itself covered by Vaidres Spamite which 
overlap, the thrut plane on to the ?lellsenn Formation. Much of the 
13. 
TABLE 1- 
CBRO-SILURIA SUOSIO!T IN SOUTH SLIDRE AND THE BEITO WThDl. 
South Slid.re 
(after Strand.,in ilolteclahi, i%o.) 
?SILURIAN 	




-Meliserm Division.l1  roofing slate 
(200 in.) 	
[ 






Bygdin and the Beito Window 
Valdres Sparanite with conglomerate 
(360 rn.) 
Meliserm Division withIandstone, criartzite, (170 in.) 	 e1itesararnite. 
Pelite (80 
Shale with Arohaeorthis christaniae 
3a 
Alum shales with fossils 
CAMBRIAN 
Shales ,siltst one s,Safldst one s 
(200 in.) 
uartzite (160 m.) 
Semi-pelite (0-11i.0 m.) 
Eo-Cambrian Spargrnite 
	 Pre-Cambrian gneiss 
detritus of the IuIdres Sparatte (for .ple, the M&bhro Conglomerate in 
the lower ports of the Vai.dres Sparagmite at lljtol1en.) can be chowh to 
have been derived Prom the Lower Pappe and thus suit have for*d during or 
after the emplacement of the Lower Zotun Ilappe. 
To the northwest of Rsjto11*ne (for emmple in the irgd1n area) 
the Valdres Sparagiaite is itso]..f deformed and overthrust by the Upper Jitun 
Nappe, and thus mist be pre-'Upper Nappe ssp].aoement, Strand (195) gives 
an age between the Upper Ordovician or Lower bilurian for the 1 aldres 
&paragmite. 
The Cmbro-.Ordovioian sequence in the Beito windw(Fig. 17) rest. 
on Pro-Cambrian hornblend.e-gneisaes and garnetiferous-quartaitea. These 
gnaissee have a steep foliation trending northwest while the overlying 
sediments have an east-west striking foliation with a shallow dip northwards. 
The contact which may or may not be an origiil unconformity, is not 
exposed anywhere in the area sapped, but the Pre-Cambrian just below the 
contact with the Cambrian has been retrograded to phyllonite with a foliation 
purallel to that in the Cambrian sediments. These phyU.onites can be 
recognised as bath.: derived from the Pro-Cambrian rooks beoaw'e t'ioy cont th 
relic gamete which are absent in the asbro-Ordoviaian. 
The Cainbro-Ordoiician pelites and s.mi-palito ro tr:ii I o 
those in Greenschist foies. They have a strong biotite strain slip 
cleavage with small lenses of strained quartz flattened in the strain slip 
cleavage. T. e  qusrtzites which appear to be well sorted in the field, are 
surprisingly impure in thin section,, with a high proportion of biotite, 
ii.. 
fe].spar, and large porphyroolaste or iaoporthite. In the Melisenn Division, 
sandstones, quartzites, and aparagmite alternate and apparently form a passage 
group grading up Into uparagmite though this grading will be discussed in 
the structural section. 
The Jaldrea Sparagmite is a typical meta-arkose with a quarts-
m.toroclin.-albit./oligoolaao growpLTwis., strongly deformed with the .0 
quartz and felspare forming a strained partly recrystallized, mosaic. }ilot it. 
and muaoov-ita form a foliation and much of the groundmaaa is flattened 
parallel to this foliation. large rounded relic elastic grains of pethite 
and quartz can be found (Plate 9b), although these elastic grains are often 
shattered and broken (ig.3b). The elastic perthites are evident in hand 
specimen and may be confused with garnet, which is absent at Bygdin, but which 
occurs elsewhere in the Vtldres Sparagmite (I). Wood,, personal comimmioation). 
Rpidote, orthite and ephene have crystallized In the eparagmite as a result 
of the Greenachtat racies metamorphism. 
Tectonic evidence suggests that the 6çara;iita IA highly deformed 
and thickened tectonically, although some relic sedimentary structure., are 
still evident (Plate ..b). The petrology of the Vtldre ,. . 	; Lo i 
distinct 
eompletsl,y constant throughout the whole of the liyg't 	 O,çeltflT_ 
ination of bedding of differing composition. 
The petrology of the matrix of the i3ygdin conglonerate is exactly 
the same as that of the sparagmite, although the conglomerate may have a 
few spinal, rich bonds. Most of the pebbles are quartzite with wider 5, 
miarocline and chlorite, although a few epidos it. and granitoid pebbles are 
present. The original texture in the pebbles has been oomp].etely destroyed 
15. 
by catao]aais, although a few pebbles chow some banding which is suggestive 
of relic bedding. 
The contact of the Vaidrec Sparagmite with the oongloinerate in the 
less deformed area at Olefje].l is very irregular with much inter-tonguing 
of conglomerate and .paragmite. These complex facies changes which could 
also be early folds are to be expected in e piedmoitr fluviatile 
depositional environment. ,oetulated for the mo]assio Vaidres Sparagmite. 
16. 
_4_I 
At least four sets of minor structures were reooniaed, using 
interference relationships (e.g. "folding). If different sets of 
structures in an outcrop failed to interfere with one another, they were 
tentatively arranged in the movement sequence by ocmpartng their style 
with structures of known age from other outcrops. The second not of minor 
structures are synchronous with the only set of major ib]ds recognized in 
the ares. 
Three of the minor structure sets include foUitiona, axial 
plane cleavages, Uniet ions, and minor fold ax,.. (Fig. 2). The fourth 
set inoiwies fo]M and tension pshes which are associated with joint 
formation. 
The first foliation and axial plane cleavage (Si) generally has 
a west north vest strike with a dip of 15 ° to 200  to the north north 
east. In some sub-areas, however, (1Fig.2), 51 poles have a girdle 
pattern with a northwest plunging axis which represents refolding by the 
second moveint phase. The first linear etructuros (Bi) plunge at 200 
to the northwest and southeast throughout most of the area, except 
In sub-area 10 where they plunge towards the east and northeast. 
The second axial plane cleavage (52) generally has a northwest 
strik, with steep dips to the northeast and southwest. Second linear 
struatux (IQ) trend northwest with pinn e. of 200  to the northwest 
17, 
and southeast. 
The third foliation (83) displays a large range in orientation 
throughout most of the area, but 83-poles are distributed in north or north-
:east trending girdle patterns which are a result of the conjugate symmetry 
of the third movement structures. Third linear structures (83) have a 
wide range of trends, especially in sub-area 4 where they "box the 
compass". 
The planar and linear structures of the fourth set generally trend 
northeast parallel to the cross-joints of the area. 
A fold movement phase which pre-dates the minor structures discussed 
above, may be present in the Bitihorn gabbro. The poles of the igneous 
rhythitc layering of the gabbro have a point concentration pattern, breaking 
out into a girdle with a northeast plunging xis. (Fig,2, lA). The girdle 
is rather diffuse, because in addition to the igneous layering, a post-
igneous metamorphic layering reported by Elattey and MacRitohie (unpublished 
data) from Eidsbugeren, may be included in the plot. This northeast 
folding has resulted in steep or inverted dips in the igneous layering 
of the gabbros (determined from inverted igneous graded bedding and load 
casts), but it does not fold the thrust plan. (synchronous with Bl) below 
the gabbro. Structurally the gently dipping thrust plane appears to out 
across the steep layering of the gabbro and thus may be later than the 
northeast folding. It is suggested that the northeast folds are of 
Pre-Cambrian age. 
2. MINOR 4TRUCTUIRW OF TiE =DIN ARFA. (MAP 11) 
(a) First movenent obese (ifl 
The first Caledonian movement phase at Iygdin consisted of large 
scale thrusting of the Upper Jotun Nappe over the Caebro-.Ordovtcisn 
sediments. The thrusting Induced cataclaptic textures to the sediments 
and the Jotun rocks, and formed the first foliation of the area (Si) 
parallel to the thrust plane. Rowever, in two areas, Si is out by the 
thrust plan, and the aiiftcance of this point will be discussed 
later (p.4041). 
1. in the granitic rooks of the nappe, is dlfined by a oatae1atic 
layering in which new biotit.n and muscoyitea have crystallized. The 
general effect of the Bi oataclasis has been to reduce um.s.i,• ?igneous 
granites to rocks with a gneissic texture in band specimen. Regular and 
irregular p)y]lonite bands (Plate 1) from a few centimetrew to over one 
metro thick, occur throughout the whole of the granite outcrop. In 
addition to the bends of ptyllonite, small patches of "knots" of 
phyllanito can be found (Fig-3 g and h). True mylonites are absent at 
BySdin because the strongly oatc].aatio rocks are too coarse to be defined 
as rylonitee. Lapworth (1885) defined a aylontte as a mior0000pio pressure 
breocia with fluxion structure in which the interstitial paste in only 
partly crystalline. Although the oatao]a.. tic rocks at 1ygdin are completely 
crystalline, they show no evidence of being recrystallized mylonites 
(i.e. blaatcaylonitee, Knopf, 1931, pp.10-I. 1 ). Because of their pbyllitio 
appearance they are o].aaatfied as phyllon1to (ibf4 p.19). Ibrnb].ends- 
19. 
Fig. 3. Minor structures of the First Movement Phase. 
Phylionite layers in Jotun Nappe rook 
folded about the Si foliation. 
Felapar porphyroc].aat elongated in 5].. 
5paranite band in conglomerate folded 
about 51. 
d),e),f) Deformed pebbles folded about the B1 
foliation. 
g),h) 	Phylionite 'knots" in foliated granites 
of the Totun Nappe. 
Fig 3 
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Minor Structures of the First Movement Phase 
phyllonitee are especially well developed just above the thrust plane near 
the Bygdib HoteL 
Most of the phyflonit.s have a fine ho rnblend.-.b tot its cl.avngs 
parallel to the asta0lastic banding, but in some onaes this cleavage is 
absent or even oblique to the phylonitia shear bends. In addition, 
cataclastic and phyilontte layere can be found which are fo' 14d in a "simtlny' 
style, by 81 folds, about an 51 axial plans cleavage (iire.3,aL, This 
relationship in taken to indicate that the oataol.asis gnorallr was prior 
to the formation of the 81 folds and Sl foliation, 
Only a small part of the Sitiborn gabbro has been altered to 
phyilonite. A thin sheet of gabbroto phyllonite, 10 metres thick, occurs 
Just above the thrust plane 2 kme south of gdin. 
In the non..00ng].om.rattc sediments below the nappe, the biotite 
muscovite foliation (Si) is parallel to the catao].a,tio layering which 
in defined by alternating layers of differing aomposlt ion and grain size. 
Some elastic textures are still evident in the sediments in hand and thin 
section e. g. large well rounded relic elastic grains of perthite and quartz 
which have been flattened and elongated in a borthweit-sontheat direction 
In Si (idg.3,b). 
Most of the pebble deformation is ascribed to the first movement 
phase and the quartzite pebble, are flattened and elongated in Si (Plate 2 2 a). 
21 throughout the area Is a biotite-umusoovite foliation, but 
in many of the igneous rocks, relic Igneous hornblende has been orientated 
to form planar (Si) and linear (81) fabrics.  
Fig  
B I Folds in pebbles 






?B1 Folds in the Sparagmite 
The 31 lInear structures in the granite are due to the parallelism 
of elongate f.]aper or hornblende crystal.. In some cases B1 is formed by 
"s4itbir"fo1da which fold the catac1tia layering about Si, and by inter-
inactions of this layering with Cl. In the 1pbbro on the peninsula at the 
east end of lake 13ygdin, only one 81 lineation was aappe4 indicating the 
general resistance of the gabbro to the B]. deformation. 
In the conglomerate,, 81 linear structures are defined by elongate 
pebbles and a fine rodding lineation on the pebble surface exactly parallel 
to the longest pebble axis. In the oake pebbles, in which the longest pebble 
axis is not visible, the fine roóding on the pebble surface is assumed to 
define the trend and plunge of the longest axis of the cakes. !Iowever, the 
assumption that this fine rodding is of 81 age might be in error because 
a similar rodd.ing on the pebble siLrrr , me I. parallel to the axes of the later 
82 folds and 32 mica crinkle (Fig th, 	 i 	 l 	lineation 
rntht be of 32 ae. However, the surface rodding can be Lu L be folded 
by 82 folds (Fig.71 a) and must therefore be at least pertly of 81 age. 
The conglomerate matrix is also lineated, with 31 being picked 
out by elogate f.]apare and mioaa. Cleavage /bedding intersection 
lineations are present, especially in thin sparagito ben Is that indicate 
original bedding surfaces within the conglomerate (Fig. 3, a). Most of these 
intersections are parallel to the regional 81 trend with shallow plungew 
to the northwest, but some plunge quite steeply to the northeast (Fig.,). 
These steep aberrant plunges could either be caused by rotation from the 
regional 31 trend (or vice versa) during the defort*tion (Flinn, 1962) or 
they were not active axes of buckling and therefore have no kinematic 
significance (Flinn, 1956, p.491). 
21. 
Two types of Bi folds can be distinguished in the conglomerate. The 
first type in picked out by folded pebble—free .parait. bends (Fig. 3, a) and 
the second type  by folded pebblec. The latter type is often difficult to 
distinguish fros the folds in the pebbles due to the second movement phase. 
However, the first pebble folds are folded about Si (Fig.3 1, d,e,f), whereas 
the second pebble folds always refold Si, the plane of pebble flattening 
(Plate 2, b). The first pebble folds must be the result of irthomogeneous 
dsforeation. tLke the lii a eavage,ieddtng intersection lineations, the Hi 
folds in the pebbles have the regional 81 northwest trend and the steep or 
shallow northeast trends (Fig.4). 
Bi lineations in the Va34reu Speragsite are defined by elonts 
feispars and nicea, and aleavag./edding intersections with a northwest 
trend. Because of the remarkable compositional homogeneity of the 
sparagmite, folds of all ages are rare. However, 131 folds can be found in 
quartz veins folded about Si. In addition, examples of folded green and 
pink epidote and felspar rich bands (relic bedding?) are present. These 
folded bedding structures are either tectonic or sedimentary slump. folds. Nearly 
all the folds in the aperagmite have an extremely plastic style (Plates 3 and 
4, Fig.5) often with fold cores detached from their limbs. Sedimentary 
slumping may have continued into 81 tectonic folding without a break. 
The aparagmite was deposited in the interval between the thrusting 
of the Ioer and Upper Sotun Nappe (Strand, 1958) and vas probably still 
unoonsolidated when it was overthrust by the Upper Jottm Nappe. It in 
quite conceivable that sedimentary eltanping and deposition continued just 






o 	Tension Axes 
Cl 
o 	Compression Axes 
Stcreogram of BI Boudin Structures 
slump folds and the B1 tectonic folds were Impressed upon unconsolidated 
sediments, This would make a distinction difficult • Some of the folds are  
truncated by slide plan.e which are out by the S1 cleavage (Fig.5, b) 
proving that the folding was pr.-'cleavage but this does not rule out tectonic 
action. The Si foliation is parallel to the axial plan.s of all these 
ik1a. 
B1 boudinage structures are present at th 	
K 
ree localities in 
the nAppe rocks and the .edtmont.. They are thought to repreent elongation 
strains of the first deformation. At two of the localities (B.A. 1 and 3) 
the bondins are flattened and elongated in Si and were probably farmed 
by a tension axis which lay normal to the boizlin ext. In S1 (though this is 
not necessarily true, a. f. Hants, 1956; Film, 192). Application of the 
experimental results of Ramberg (1959) suggests that the compression axes for 
the.e two emmples lay approximately normal to the botzlin axis and ti].. 
At the other locality (BA. 2) there are rhomboid bouriina 
(Plate 5, a) and the tension and compression axes  have been derived by 
bisecting the angles between the  intersecting rhomboid plane.. 
Tension (T) and compression (C) axes are plotted for the three 
localities (Fig,6) and despite the paucity of data, it is interesting that 
all three examples are consistent with the kinematics of pebble deformation 
(p.79). 
The rhomboid bondins discussed above (locality 211 km. east 
of Bygdin at 924998, sheet 1617 1) occur In a phyllonite shear band and 
indicate that boudinage occurred after cataclasia. Ill folding can also 
he gho:t 	'o—Jt,o tTh ctao1ai2 nnd phyllonittzation (p.20). 
B.A. I 	956908 	1617 IV 
B.A.2 924998 1617 I 
B.A.3 016891 	1617 IV 
23. 
but the age relationship, of the 131 folding and Bi botxitnage are unknown. 
Evidence of pegmatite injection synchronous with the 81 
deformation has been found. A botzil.nsgsd phyilonite bend with p.tite 
Injected into the spaces between the boud ins was found at 94992 (Sheet 
1617 1), 5y2 km. east of Iiygdin. The psgaatito was obviously injected during 
a syn- or post-boudinege phase, but the pegmatite has undergone gresnachist 
facies etmorphism which can be shown to be associated with the 131 phase 
(pp. .4-45. This petite injection my be equivalent to the syn-
thrust.nt petite injection at idebutrsn (1ttey and  MaoRitohie, 
unpublished data). 
The detailed history of the 81 phase is as follows z 
1) Thrusting of the Upper Jotim Nappe, with 
phyllonitination and oataclnsis. 
Folding and boudinage of the pbyUonit,. bends. 
Si fbrsation and ?pegmatite injection. ?Pebble 
deformation. 
Greensohiat facto. metamorphism (synchronous 
with ii 7). 
1QIIIUI7-10TWl9! 
The linear structures of the second movement phase () are 
often difficult to distinguish from those of the first movement phase, 
because statistically the first and second linear structures are exactly 
perallel. However, the second fold, can be proved to post-date the first 
24. 
Fig. 7. Minor structures of the Second Movement Phase. 
B1 fold in a quartz vein refolded by a B2 
minor £oiLl with 52 axial plane cleavage. 
B1 fold in a deformed pebble refolded by a 
B2 minor fold s 
a) "Similar" B2 fold in the granite of the Jotun 
Nappe. 
B2 folds in a quartz vein with S2 axial plane 
cleavage. 
B2 concentric fold refolding a B1 rodcling 
lineation. 
B2 concentric fold in the Jotun Nappe. 
Fine rodding lineation of a deformed pebble 
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Structures of the Second Movement Phase 
movement phase because they retold 31 (the plane of pebble flattening) 
(Plato 68 Fig.7) and B]. folds (Plate 5, b). 
The shape of the second folds ranges from gentle to iaocllnkl 
(the terminology of Fleuty, 1964, Is used throughout this thesis) and the 
style from pure oono.ntria to pure"similar" (Fig. 7), often with a strain 
slip axial plans cleavage (Plato 6, b). That the latter are truly pure 
"similar" folds was proved by applying the techniques of Ramsay (1962a) 
(Fig. 10). Bath asymmetrical and ayumietrtoal. 82 folds are present, the 
various shapes being related to the major structure (c.f. Chap. III). 
The different styles of the 82 folds are not restricted to 
any one rook typo but occur throughout all rock types. 
Recognition of the 32 strain slip axial plane cleavage is 
important in strain measurment because unfolded ellipsoid pebbles can be 
found lying flattened in 32 (Plate 6, b). These pebbles have either been 
rotated as rigid bodies or have been plastically flattened in S2. In 
addition the plane of pebble flattening can be rotated by 82 folding until 
31 is almoat parallel to 32, Fortunately 32 cleavage formation is 
restricted to the area covered by Map III and the core of antlfora-h 
(Fig.21). 
The 82 fold a,.s and lineations are nearly abye parallel 
to the pebble elongation direotion (Dl) (Fig.7,f) and the fact that much 
of the fine rodding lineation on the pebble surfboes way be of 82 age has 
already been mentioned (p.21). ibvever, 81 rodding lineation does 
exist, because in two outcrops a fine 81 z'oddthg is oblique to and folded 
25. 
by 82 folds (Fig.?,.). The divergence in trend of8u and 82jsn 
5])° and the significance of this divergence will be discussed below. 
The majority of the second minor folds are restricted to the 
cake oongloa.rato and are rather rare in other rocks of the area. 
Owstriking feature about the 82 structures is that in all 
the sub-areas (Fig.2), the 132 lineations are 	statistically  parallel 
to the 131 lineations, On the essosoopic scale only two emp].eg of 
divergent 81 and 82 linear trends were found. This parallelism of B]. and 
82 could be due to the following. 
81 and R2 are synchronous 
The 82 defortion has re-orientated 131 into 
Parallelism with 132. 
B1 structures have controlled the orientation 
of the later 82 structures. 
The 132 stress field was pare].].l to that of 131. 
I) B]. and 82 auat be regarded as two separate phases because 82 folds retold 
the plane of pebble flattening and the mica foliation parallel to that plane. 
In addition, 82 folds refold an earlier 1)1 rodding lineation as discussed 
above. However, in spite of the fact. that 1)1 and 82 can be regarded as two 
separate phases, B2 eight have lb].lowed Di without a time gap. 
ii) Extensive rotation is unlikely because at OlefjeU, 82 structures are 
absent but the 81 lineations still have the regional northwest trend. In 
addition the 82 folds which retold the 131 rodding lineation (Fig. 7,.) have 
a concentric style and when unrolled give the original trend of 131 as north-
west-southeast. This suggests that prior to 132, the original trend of 81 
was parallel to the present treed. 
26. 
The BI deformation my have iiDparted a "grsi&' to the rooks (a. 
f. the 
rod fabric) which controlled the orientation of the later 112 structures. 
however, the 131 fabrics do not control the orientation of the 133 structures 
(Plate 7, a) and the strain data (Chap.V) suggest that the dominant 
symmetry of the 31 deformation was one of flattening (i.e. planar fabrics 
daM nnt over linear fSbrtca, Flinn, 1965). True "grained" rocks are 
restricted to the rod conglomerates, which have a United distribution. 
An a planar fabric cannot be expected to actively control the direction of 
a later deformation, this structural control seems unUke].y. 
The principal stress directions of the 32 phase might have been 
parallel to those of the BI phase. This parallel(" acting upon a 131 
plans l' fabric, could conoetvab]7 produce two separate parallel linear fabrics. 
If the stress fields wer, parallel, however, the values of the stresses 
would have to change from the 31 to the 32 phase. For emmple, the 
esximtat stress direction of the 51 phase would appear to have been 
vertical (a. f. Chap. VI) whereas that of the 52 phase (suggested by 
syetry arguments) would appear to have been normal to this, 
i.e. in a 
northeast-southwest direction. If the stress axes of the two phases were 
parallel, the 81 deformation could have graded into the 112 deformation 
merely by a change in the values of the stresses. 
Itypothesis iv) is accepted by the writer. In addition, the 
structural evidence described in ii) seems to indicate that the original 
trend of the 81 Lineations (i.e. "stretching" 
lineations of pp.7375) 
was parallel to the present trend. 
V. 
Fig. 8. Minor structures of the Third Movement Phase. 
Disharmonic 33 fold. 
Deformed 81 lineation on a p1air pebble 
surface with an &3 lineation* 
o) 	Bl lineation deformed about an AL3 lineation 
with a ?late stage 83 concentric fold. 
d),e),f),g) Conjugate B3 folds- 
h) 	Minor 83 fold with an 53 strain slip axial 
plane cleavage. 
Fig 8 
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SPA MG H lIE 
DISTANCE NORMALTO AXIAL PLANE 
Thickness measurements from 132 and 153 folds 
The third minor structures very in symmetry from near perfect 
orthorbosbia, through monoolinic, to triclinio, and vary in style from 
'similar" to concentric. They also have a wide range of orientation which 
is a result of the conjugate symmetry of the third movement phase. The 
third structures refold both 81 and Q structures (figs. 8 and 9). 
The "thi].ar" third folds are usually quite disharmonic 
(Plate 7 b) and may have a strain slip cleavage parallel to the axial plane 
(33) (Fig. 8, h). The "similar" style is indicated by graphs of T against 
distance noraal to the axial plane (}amsay, 1962a) which show maxims and 
minima at the axial planes (Fig.10). Most 83 folds have this style and 
are usually asymmetric monooltnio folds. 
£ further indication of a "similar" component in the third 
deformation is shown by the patterns of deformed 131/82 lineations developed 
in parts of the conglomerate. The fine 81/82 rodding lineation is 
deformed in a sine-wave pattern on a plans r  iurfaoe (i.e* the flattened 
pebble surface) (Fig., b). This structure is &legous  to the deformed 
lineation reported by Ramsey (1960, p.80) in Gieneig. Ramsay (ibid p.90) 
suggested that if the movement direction which deforms a lineation, lies 
within the plane of the lineation, no folds will develop but the lineation 
will be deformed into a sine-wave pattern. Any new lineation developed as 
the aurfae by the deforming movements will be parallel to the "a diretion, 
The 83 lineation In the above structure I. thus probably a true "-
lineation. 
28. 
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S3 Girdle Axis 
x a3 Axes 
Some of the third "similar" folds described above deform Bi 
and 132 lineations about great circles (c. f. Fig. 11). The "" directions 
of these folds have been calculated (Ramsay, 1962a). In some outcrops 
131 and 132 lineations were found deformed around 133 folds in which the angle 
between 131/132 and B3 axis varies across the 83 axis, signifying that the 
deformation included a component other than that of concentric buckling. 
Because of the aale of these folds, the at:: 	 of Bl/132 is 
the I/B2 hneaton 
unkow, ut t.h a:pro:d.mate :lane in wIiich 	A 	 gsured 
L--,L th fL1 ar.d 	axes ca11td. Althuwh LLi me.I!od is inaccurate, 
it probably gives some indication of the approximate movement directions 
within the 83 folds. Al]. the measured "an-lineations and "'-directions 
calculated from deformed lineations are given in Flg.12. Almost all the 
"3" directions plunge between 00  and 45° to the east and southeast. 
Some of the deformed sine-wave B1/112 lineations lie in a 
slightly buckled surface with the axis of buckling parallel to the B3 
lineation (Fig. 3 g e). This buckling may be a late stage in the 83 
deformation. 
In the field, the third folds show an extreme variation in 
axial plane and fold axis orientation. This variation cannot be explained 
as being wholly due to the control of the orientation of 133 axes by already 
folded 51 surfaces, or by later refolding. 
Much of the variation is thought to be due to the conjugate 
symmetry of B3. flany examples of conjugate folds were found throughout the 
area with axial trends parallel to neighbouring 133 folds, suggesting that 
at least some of the 133 folds have a conjugate symmetry. )4ariy of these 
conjugate third folds have a "brittle" style comparable to those described 
29. 
' Johnson (1956) in the CoiiUr Forest , 600tland (i.e. with a shear plans 
or kink band parallel to the e7{il1 pla..) (Fig.3). This brittle style is 
=4 apparent because this style of deformation br kinking can be compared 
with "ple:'.ic" kink sofas of deformed crystals (Johnson, 1964). 
Onlj one third fold with perfect orthorhombic symmetry was 
found (Fig. 3,.), unfortunately in a fallen block. This reid has deformed 
an earlier lineation in a rather interesting wanner. The angle between the 
deformed lineation and the B3 axis varies around the 33 fold axis. 
krbrtunata:Ly, because of the scale of the fold it was not possible to determine 
accurately whether the pattern of the deformed lineation Use on a small 
circle, ;at circlo, or coiple cur'e (aineey, in Johnson end .tewart, 1963). 
t LLxt-rL 	ho Lo1'oriation in this fold was acox.i:nied by a "similar" 
component (i.e. a component which does not involve ilexura]. slip). Nearly 
all conjugate folds described so far have been formed by flexural slip so a 
"similar" component In the deformation of the dyW3.tn  conjugate folds raises 
some problems. The 'simzL1ar' oomponent could be a late stage plastic flattening 
imprinted on an already formed flexural slip fold. "Similar" 83 folds have 
already been described and may have formed at the aim, time as the conjugate 
folds. Thus the third deformation may ve b.en complex with f'laxux*l 
slip folds forming in some areas while similar folds formed elsewhere. 
The regional orientation of the S3 surfaces will be described 
to illustrate the conjute symmetry of the 133 folds. Although  most of 
the 83 folds do not have a oonjugate symmetry on the mesosoopic seale, 




Stereogramof S3 poles from the whole 
of the Bygdin area 
Contours 12,3,4,5,6 0/0 
Girdle distributions of S3-poles are apparent in .ub-.reas 
3, 	
The 
girdles are interpreted as reflecting the conjugate symetry of 83 with the 
girdle axis representing the line of intersection of the conjugate axis] 
planes. A composite plot of all &3-poles measured in the area (Fig-13) 
demonstrates a girdle distribution with the girdle axis plunging at 250 
towards 980  east. In all sub-areas, the girdle axis or line of inter-
:section of the S3 axial planes plunse through the Si foliation. This 
asytuaetry produces divergent S13 intersections and accounts for the complex 
33 axial distributions in all ub-are". The geometric relationships of 
conjugate folds which are asmeetric to the foliation have already been 
described by ThmMY (1962b) and Loislon (1963) aod will not be described 
here. 
An analysis of the third stress axes can be attempted using 
the symmetry of the 83 structures (Johnson, 1956 Razisay, ]962b). The 
intermediate stress direction is assumed to lie along the line of inter-
:seotion of the conjugate axial planes (and hence along the girdle axis). 
If this assumption is correct, the intermediate stress direction 
plunges at 25° towards 980  east. Nov the maximum sad minimum stress 
directions 	, respectively) mast lie norial to this and hence 
lie somewhere within the girdle of S3-poles- 
In a s!*ple conjuts foLI with two intersecting axial planes, 
41 and 3  will, bisect the angles between the two axial planeS. In the 
composite plot however (Fig-13) an almost complete girdle is present. A 
gap in the girdle occurs near the horizontal plane (representing a IPP 
PA 
114. 1,6 Cajcu.atian of the r.gtonRl stress axes of the 
Third ov,ait Phaa•e 
In pum1lel to the line of iat.resotios of the 
oonJwts 53 axial planes and Olt a iis nOreal 
to this cc the 3 pole gird]..* d biseats the gap 
in the spread of the 0 axisl plei's and 4 Use 
aorl to this. 
'. S3 pole girdle 	o Minimum stress 
\ S3 planes 	 axis 
a- Maximum stress 	cr2 Intermediate 
axis 	 stress axis 
°7 Regional stress axes 
°7' Sub-areal stress axes 
Regional and sub-areal stress axes of the 
Third Movement Phase 
in the spread of axial planes near the vertical). vjs 
bisect the angle of the cap in the axial plans distribution (Fig. 14). 
CO 
3 
will then lie 90° from CO on the S3 girdle. 
01 21es at 620 towards W northwest, 03 at 80  towards 
198° south, and 02 at 25 towards 980 east In addition stress as were 
calculated for each of the sub-areas with girdle distributions of 63-poles 
and are plotted along with the regional stress axes in Pig.15. 
The third deformation mus probably a three dieenionel strain 
bemuse the "Sr axes group around the regional 02  axis (Fig.12). In 
spite of the fact that the directions of mom of the "t' -axes are oc4 
approximate bemuse of the difficulty of aoourate asasurezaent, (p.29) and 
also an 'A"-axis does not neoasari. ly represent the only line of 
aovsaent within a rook but one of amW (e.gs in a three dinansional 
d.foation), the grouping of we—axes about 2 demonstrates that at least 
some of the movement took place along the intermediate stress direction. 
Thin in the f1n1 movement phase in the area to Inprint 
minor structure., all of which have a brittle style and seem to be 
intimately associated with joint formation, 
A joint analysis has been done by strand (19,5) and will 
not be repeated her.. Strand recognised three joint sets with the 
dominant set trending northeast-southwest approi -1mt.ly nomal to the B1 
and 82 linear structure.. The northeast cross joints are often represented 
by two conjugate joint sets intersecting in a small an ].e. The other 
32. 
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Stereogram of the movement directions of the 
Fourth Movement Phase 
two sets of joint, trend north-south and west north vest-east south east. 
Beatuse all the joints out through the structures of the 
first three movement phases, they are regarded as being later. 
Small joint drag folds can be found associated with the cross 
Joints and because of the symmetry of the cross joints, the joint drag 
folds may have a conjugate symmetry. The joint dreg folds can also be 
found where joint, are absent (Plate 81p We 
Other structures of the fourth phase include quartz or 
chlorite filled tension gashes which may or may not occur with the joint 
drag folds (Flat. 8 L9 a), Both dextral and ainiutral tension gashe. are 
present. 
These 8+ minor structures show little preferred orientation but 
a plot of the possible movement directions of the minor structures have a 
significant distribution. Assuming a simple shear defotion for the 
tension gashes, shear directions in the ktnk..sones have been calculated 
assuming that the shear directions are noreal to the line of intersection 
of the tension gashes with the kink-son.. Shear directions for both the 
dextral and sintetrel tension gashes plot in a northeast great otrol. 
(Fig.16) which is parallel to the trace of the northeast cross joint.. 
This indicates movement along the northeast cross joints but the direction 
does not appear to have been constant. 
3. MINOR =MCTMM OF TIJE -SXUM A4L(FIa,l7). 
The Synberg area, 2Vj km6 south of tm 	was ma, 'pod 
to doternine the structural history of the rooks lower down in the 
33, 
Fig 17 
Geological and Structural map of the Synbcrg area 
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at Synberg 
UM 
mbro-Ordovioian sequence than the rock. at Bygdin. A complete section 
of Csabro-Ordoviciau sedinents (Nbl. 1) is exposed in the area, darn to 
the Pro-Cambrian basement upon which they rest (a.ito..bthdow). The 
structural history of the Syb.rg area sews to be comparable with that 
at Bygilin. 
(a) First iiovseent (131) 
The first foliation (Si) has a similar trend to the first 
foliation at B79din (Fig. 18). 51 has a strike of 280° northwest with a 
dip of 10° to the northeast. ziurprtmingly,, 51 at Synberg is a strain 
slip cleavage (Plate 9, a) and thin raisec the possibility of a -re-1 
foliation occurring at Synb.rg. 
The 81 lineations (which include c1eavage).dding inter-
s.eations, mineral elongations, and mioa-.orthkle lineations) show a large 
variation in trend (Fig. 17 and 18) with trends varying from 60° north-
east to 150° southeast. 
An important problem at Sjnlerg is whether or not the 81 
phase can be correlated with 31 of Bygdin. The key to any correlation is 
the nature of the contact between the Twer Cembro-Ordovictan sediment. 
(up to the JUsenn Division) and the Vaidres Spsre.geite. The junction 
plane has three possible origins. 
i) The junction is a normal sedimentary contact, with the 
M.Uaenn Division as a passage group between the ph3rl].ite and q*rtzite 
fftoiem of the Iwsr mbro-Ordovician rooks and the arkoio facts, of 
of the Vaidree Sparegmit. (Strand, 1953). If the section is a complete 
sedimentary seqnce from ter Cambrian to Vaidres S*ragmite, there 
can be no minor tectonic strictures in the phy]lttes and qirtz ites which 
pre-date the deposition of the Va].dras Smreg4te. 
The tower Cembro-..Ordovician sediments may have been 
overthrust and deformed by the tower Jotui Nappa, with the t*ppo being 
eroded ay at a later date and the Vaidres Sparagmite deposited on 
top of already deformed Canbro-Ordovician sediments. This relationship 
is present at RØasj4oUene (c. f. pp. 13.-1,.) which shows that at 
least to the east of aygdin the TAwr Jotun ippe  at one time extended 
further south than Bygdin and =Ly have covered the 1y*Iin  area. This 
relationship would imply possible tectonic structures in the Cambro-
Urdovioir!n odiont wtch Pro-date the firnt deformation of tho M1dra 
Sparagmito. 
The junction between the VU,irss Spe.ragmite and the 
MeU.senn Division may be a throat plans. FU1II11Lg (1961) has suggested 
that the Vaidres Sparagmits represents a middle nappe between the 
tower and Upper JTtun Nappes, and that the Vaidres Sparagmite is not 
of Cambro-Ordovician age but is in fact Eo-Oanbrinn Sparagmite. This 
hypothesis could imply that tectonic structures may be present in both 
the rocks below the MeUsenn Division and the Vaidree Sparagnito 
that pre-dato those produced by the thrusting of the Upper Jotun 
Nappe. 
The evidence of the nature of this contact at Synberg 
is difficult to interpret as the jwiottan is exposed in only one outcrop, 
35. 
midway up an inacosEsible cliff-foe. The junction appear, to be a normal 
sedimentary oontaet (c.f. i) above) with alternations of thin sparegmite 
and phyllite bond e passing up into Valdres Sparagmite proper, If this in 
indeed a sedimentary contact, there cannot be any tectonic structures 
which pro-date the Speragmite deposition, anywhere in the sedimentary 
succession. The first tectonic structures of the area will probably be 
present in both the Vaidres Spsragmito and the sediments below the Meflsezm 
Division, 
In tbat the first strain slip cleavage of the Lower sediments 
seems to pass up, without any change in orientation, into the Sl foliation of 
the Sparagntt.e lowever, an Si strain slip cleavage is absent in the rooks 
above the P4s1].s.nn Division (Plate 9b). In addition the Bi lineations 
of &ynbsrg can be traced up into the Bl lineation of the Valdm Sparagmite. 
The BI .s in the Upper Phy].lite Division have a general east-weet trend; 
they swing round into a northwest trend in the 4.11aenn Division and this 
continues up into the northwest trending Bl lineation in the VS1CIrSI 
Sparagmite. On this evidence the writer would suggest that the Dl phase 
at Synberg is equivalent to the Dl phase at Bygdin. 
If, however, Si strain slip at Synlwrg is correlated 
with Si at Bygdin, what is the significance of the misoovitee and biotit.a 
which are strained by Si at Synberg? 
The writer would suggest that the musoovitee and bLot it.. 
crystallized along ?bedding planes during an earlier phase of Bl and were 
strained by a later Bi phase. If, however, the nature of the junction 
betveen the Vaidre, Sparegmite and the 1'teli.senn Division has been 
36. 
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Stertogram of the minor structures of the Third 
Movement Phase at Synberg 
misinterpreted, the aloes could have crystallized during & pre-81 movement 
phase (e.g. during the thrusting of the Lower Sotun Nappe). 
Only three folds of this movement phase were mapped at Synberg 
(Fig. 19). They are tentatively correlated with & at I3ygdin because of a 
similarity of style to the 02 folds of Bygf in. 
iji 	 fl)! 
The 33 folds at Synb.rg have a comparable style, eymeeti-y and 
orientation (with axes varying in trend from north-south to southeast-northwest 
to the 83 folds at 3ygdin. 33-poles  are spread into a gI.r'dle distribution 
with a girdle axis plunging at 25 ° to the east (Fig.20). This girdle 
pattern suggests that the Synberg 83 folds have a regional conjugate sum.try 
and are in tact equivalent to the 113 folds at 1iygdin. A stress analysis of 
83 gives the same resuLt an that for fl,ygdtn and are plotted with the Bygdin 









Axial plant traces of the 52 major folds in 
the Bygdin area 
III. WJOR STRUCTUI$Z 
1_p pL'.oDUCTION 
The only major structures recognized at l3ygdin war, formed during 
the first and second movement periods. The major structure of the first 
movement period is the banal thrust zone of the Upper Jotun Nappe. The 
major structures of the second movement period are northwest trending 
antiforme and aynforaa (Fig.21). 
2. BASAL TiftT ZO 
In the extreme southwest of the area (?p I) the thrust zone is 
defined by a clean out thrust at the base of the gabbro. liars the thrust 
has a northeast strike (at 09 0 ) with a dip varying between Lo and 47 
to the northwest. The change in trend of the thrust trace, from east-west 
to north-south in crags just southeast of the Bit ihorn amunit is purely a 
result of topography. Phyllonitic rocks are absent below the 3itihorn 
where instead the rocks only show alight crushing. Most of the original 
igneous textures of the gebbro are retained to within a few metres of the 
thrust plane. 
1 V2 km. north of the Bttihorn, the thrust plane at the base of 
the gabbro transgresses to a higher structural level and a second thrust 
plane continues north to define the basal thrust zone of the Jotun Nappe. 
A basal phyllonittzed gabbro outcrops where the thrust plane at the bees of 
the gabbro tranegressee upwards. This is a fine grained foliated rook 
which can be traced upwards from the thrust for 10 metres and gradually 
passes into lees cataclased gabbro. At the transgression, the trace 
of the thrust plane swings round to a northwest treed due to refolding by 
antiform-a (p II). The thrust zone on the southwest limb of this antifcrm 
is composed of a series of thrust wedges which dip westwards below the gabbro. 
The structural sequence below the gabbro in - 
1.) Conglomerate wedge closing towards the north. 
Granite sheet wedging out towards the south. 
Conglomerate and sparagmite. 
The granite and gabbro probably form two separate thrust sheets (p. 9) 
separated by the conglomerate wedge. The conglomerate wedge pinches out 
on the peninsula at the east end of Take Bygdin. The contact between the 
granite and gabbro to the north of this is not exposed but is probably a 
thrust zone. 
The thrust at the base of the granite sheet (unit ii) can be traced 
north towards i3ygdin defining the basal thrust zone of the Jotun Nappe. 
Near the 4gdtn Hotel, the thrust is folded about major antlfor!ns of 
the second movement phase (Map III). This folding has produced stepp or 
inverted dips in the thrust plane. On the northeast limb of the antiforins, 
the thrust plane trace continues southeast into Lake Vinstri. The strike 
here is northwest with steep dips of 600 to  700  to the northeast. 
A basal zone of phyU.ontte in present in the granite just aboe 
the thrust plane, and can be traced from the thin granite wedge on the 
west limb of antiform-a, round the ant iforms at i3ygdin towards take Vinstri. 
The phyllonites vary in thickness from one metre in the core of antifozm-a 
to 100 metres at Bygdin. In addition to the basal phyl].onite zone, 
39. 
extensive phyflonite horizons are exposed up to 400 metres above the thrust 
plane to the north and northeast of dygdin (Map I). 
Five thin gibes of cake-conglomerate occur within the nappe to 
the north and northeast of I3ygdina Three ilioes lie between 5 and 20 metres 
above the thrust plane in the nose of the antifori structure. at Bygdin 
(Map III). The other two slices are structurally about 300 metres above 
the basal thrust plane on the northeast limb of the antiforna. They are 
regarded as slices pinked up during thrusting rather than fold cores, 
because the structural 6ata do not indicate closures. 
The thrust plane trace reappears on the north side of Lake Vinstri 
on the liarnesodden peninsula and is only exposed in one outcrop to the 
northeast of the peninsula. 
Throughout the whole area, the conglomerate and cparagnita just 
below the thrust plane have not been oataclaed to clonitio rocks. Although 
deformed, the sediments still retain their identity. 
In the thrust zone near the 13ydin Uotel some intermixing of 
conglomerate and igneous rocks has taken place. Thin bands of blue 
hornblende phyllonite (derived from igneous rocks) up to 10 cm, thick, can 
be found within the anglooerate near the thrust plane. (Plate 10, b). 
In addition, within the ph.yllonite above the thrust plane small fragments 
of deformed conglomerate pebbles can be found (Plate 10, a). An reeoiised 
by Flinn (1961), the thrust near the Bygdin Hotel is not clean cut, but 
Is defined by a litho1oioa1 break rather than an obvious tectonic break. 
Exposures where the thrust plane truncates the Si foliation 
have 1:-€:' r • I boen :mtioned ( p. 19 ). 	Li neveral outcrops on the Bitihorn 
40. 
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Fold. 	Axis Axial plane Dip of Sii Dip of NE Remarks 
trend/plunge strike 	in limb limb 
Antiform.-a 	3100/120  NW 305°/680  NE 600-800 to SIV 200 to NE Asytric,dishnrcrc.Refclds t1-ru: 1I_, 	Pard 
minor B2 C cici-. 
Synforrr'-b 	31001100 ii 5oo0/6 1+00 -500  Disharmonic,no minor folds. 
to SW 
Antif'orm-c 3 1 00/100  NW 3050/800  NE 200 to SW 200 to NE Symmetrical. Folds thrust plano.Minor folds 
on both limbs.Part of the Bygdin Antiform. 
Syiforn-d 3150/200  NW 3030/750 NE 200  to NE 750 to NE Disharmonic. NE limb inverted. Ref olds thrust plane. 
Minor folds on both limbs. 
Antiform-e 314-9/120 NW 3100/70a  NE Both limbs dip at 70° Asymmetric. SW limb irrverted.Disharmonic.Folds 
to NE thrust plane on major and minor scale. 
Antiform-f 3100 -3150/ 3100-31501 700 to NE 40° to NE Disharxnonic. Asyxnnetric. SW limb inverted. 
150-180  NW 500  NE Refolds Antiforupe. 
Antiform-g 3200/400 NW 3300/750  SW 300-409 to 
400...500 to Disharmonic. No minor folW. Part of the 
SW NE Bygdin Antiform. 
Antiform-h 3190/80 NW 3200/850  NE 200 -300  to 200_300  to Symmetrical in the south but overturned at 
(s. part) (S.part) SW NE 
the northern erxi. Minor folds on SW limb. 
320°/65 0  Si 300  to SW 900 
(N. part) 
Syforn?-i 3260/180 NW 3300/750  SW 300  to NE 200 to SW Open warp. No minor folds. 
Antiform-j 3280114.°  NW 3300/850  SW 150-200 to 200-300 to Disharnionic. Very- open in the lower structural 
NEW NE levels. Part of the Bygd.in Antifori. 
crags, the thrust piano was found to truncate 133 folds ('ig.22). This indicates 
that the aitihorn gabbro has undergone a poet-B3 phase of thrusting. This 
late movement could be a result of readjustment along the thrust plane 
during a late phase of the third movement period. This rejuvenation is 
similar to that reported by Christie (1963) in the }ioI.ne Thrust mono. 
however, kakiritos or secondary myloniton are absent on the Bit ihorn. 
3. MAJOR SECOND FOt.Z 
Ten major B2 folds are recognised in the area. The axial plane 
traces of the folds (a-j, Fig.21) have been determined using changes in 
the shape of & minor folds and by major swings in the strike and dip of 
L Three of the antiforms (g, c and 3) are port of one large antiform 
(the 3ygdin Ant iform) but have been separated for the purposes of description. 
These major folds are described in Table 2. 
Apart from the i3ygdin knttform, the folds can be followed for a 
short distance only. The I3ygdin Antiform is quite disharmonic when traced 
from the lower structural level in the south of the area towards Bygdin. 
The antiform in nub-area 4 is quite open with dip. of 150-1300  on each limb. 
Ibuever, in the area of traces o and g, the limbs dip more steeply with dips 
of up to &)°. All other major folds in the Bygdin area are major parasitic 
folds (do Litter,, 1958) on the limbs of the 3yEdin  Antiforvi. 
The refolding of antiform-e by antlform-f viU now be discussed. 
(Ip III). The trace of j can be followed northwest from the email tarns 
to the northeast of Stavtjern, passing northeast of the 9ygdin Hotel. 
On the northeast limb of 9, just north of the Bygdln Hotel,, the thrust 
l. 
plans is folded about parasitic folds of ant iform-e. The shape of these 
folds is consistent with the geometry of 1L. The trace then swings northeast 
to cross the trace of antiform-f. This refolding of j by I causes antiform-e 
to change from an upwards-dos trig fold (in the lower structural levels) to 
a aide-Mayo closing fold (as it crosses the core of V. 
Antiforii-f is excellently exposed on the island in the outlet 
stream of Lake Bygdtn and has a style and orientation similar to the 132 folds. 
In addition, the peratio folds on the limb of antiform-f are refolded by 
minor 133 folds (Fig.9). It is tentatively suggested that antiform-f in of 
132 age and that it has refolded ant iform-e during a later phase of the second 
movements. The causes of this refolding may be similar to those discussed 
by Wynne-iLdvarda (1963, pp. 810..9u). Wynn.-.F4wards suggested that refolding 
produced during a single movement phase could be broughtabout by unsteady 
flow in the rocks. This unsteady flow could be the result of varying strain 
rates in a direction parallel to the axial plane or by a change in the 
direction of flow. In the first case, if an anticline advanced at a greater 
rate than the adjacent syncline s, the unsteady flow would be relieved by 
material crossing the flow planes (parallel to the axial planes). Folds 
adjacent to the anticline might then curl over the anticline into the syncline 
to produce refolded folds (ibid p.07). 
In the second typo, fluctuations in the flow direction might cause 
the flow direction to become oblique to the axial planes causing refolding 
(Lid, p.309). 
The refolding of 132 minor folds by anttform-f gives the partial 
girdle of plotted S2-poles for sub-area 3. (rig.2). 
42. 
Refolding of second minor folds by a ]*ter major second fold is 
also present in ant tform-a. The poles of minor 52 planes are distributed 
in a girdle with an axic parallel to the axis of antiform-a. This refolding 
is probably analogous to the refolding in antitorm-.f. 
No major folds are recognised to the east of Bygdtn. The Vinetri 
area is not folded on the major scale and has a. regional dip of 200-300  to 
the northeast. Girdle distributions developing from point concentrations 
of Cl poles in sub-areas 5, 6, 9 and 10 (Ftg.2) are a result of 92 minor 
folds. 
In addition no major folds are recognized in the Synberg area, 
Major third folds are absent in the area. However a plunge 
cu]ninat ton of 131 and B2 axial structures exists in the conglomerate 1 km. 
southeast of 3ygclin. To the north of the culmination, 31 and 132 axes plunge 
northwest and to the south the axes plunge southeast. This cu].mihation has 
a north or northeast trend which suggests that the culmination may be a 
re ult of the third movement phase. 
43. 
Elm 
IV. 	1AOPHIG HISTOI 
The metamorphic history will only be described briefly to indicate 
the metamorphic effects of the movement phases at Bygdin. Strand (1945) 
and Flinn (1961) have already described briefly the constructive and 
destructive effects of the large scale thrusting of the Upper Jotun 
Nappe. 
The effect oftlirusting r3n the igneous rocks of the nappe was 
largely destructive, with pbyllonitic and sohiotose rocks being derived from 
?massive igneous rocks. The amphibolito fades of the granitic rocks has 
been partly retrograded to greenschlst fades but the granulite facies of 
the gabbro is largely untouched. The greensahist metamorphism is defined 
by the growth of muscovite and biotite in the 5]. foliation. In addition, 
porphyroblasts of epidote and ephene have crystallized. The hornblendes 
of the granites have been partly or completely decolourized suggesting 
that they have recrystallized to an amphibole of the Tremolite-Actinolite 
series. 
The metamorphic effect on the sediments was largely constructive 
with the unmotamorphosed sediments being upgraded to greenachist fades. 
Blot itee and muacovitea have crystallized in the Si foliation and prophyro-
:blaats of epidote and aphene have formed. This metamorphism extends right 
down into the rocks of the Synberg section but appears to decrease in grade 
downwards as the only new minerals in the Lower Cenibro-Ordovician sediments 
are biotites, muscovites and chlorites. 
The greenschist metamorphism can be shown to pre.-date the second 
movement phase as epidotea are bent and broken in B2 fold hinges. 
Both the B2 and B3 movement phases were accompanied by the 
recrystallization of biotite and muscovite in the S2 and S3 foliations, 
but these are restricted and are obviously of a lower grade than the main 
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L 1UTB0] OF 	LI*T 
Deformed pebbles were measured at ei localities (or stations) in 
the conglomerate (Figs. 23 and Zr). Because the pebbles could not be 
extracted, the axial ratios were measured along joint planes. Fortunately, 
Joints approximately parallel to the principal planes of the pebble 
ellipsoids can be found at most localities *  lowover, this method does not 
allow the three principal axes to be measured in any one pebble. 
At each station 30 *r:i&l ratios were measured in each of two joint 
P111 nes 
( 0- f- Flinn, 1956) which were generally parallel to the XT and XZ 
sections of the pebble ellipsoids (Axial terminology of Flinn, 1962, 
used in this thesis). In some stationa j, however, measurement, could only 
be made in the X! and YZ sections. A total of 60 measurements per station 
s possible in 72 stations. In the rest of the etatiors only a mall  
sample number could be measured. 
Measurements were taken only at stations where later folds are 
absent to try and eliminate the influence of later strains on he shape of 
the pebbles. This influence will be discussed later (pp. 57-60)* In outcrops 
with folded pebble, a visual estimation of pebble shape wea used to construct 
maps displaying the distribution of pebble shapes (Figs. 33, 3. and  35). 
2.Tt&XN GA4CUUtjjQIC  
The arithmetic average of the axial ratios in each of the two 
joint planes at a station was calculated and the axis common to both planes 
reduced to unity. The two axial ratios were then combined to give the 
three axial ratios of the station. Strain parameters based on these ratios 
are given in Appendix A. 
In the strain calculations, the initial shape of the pebbles was 
assumed to be a perfect sphere and voltae loss during deformation was 
neglected. Possible errors arising frois thee* aamzsptions are discussed 
later. 
The three principal strains (corresponding to those along the 
X, T and ellipsoid axes) were first calculated in the Conventional strain 
Unit (c.). 
= 1 — 10 	 hero 1 = ].enth after ctriin 
10 10= length before strain 
(Nadsi, 1950, P. 70) 
With the advice of Dr. T.C. iiu of the Mechanical Engineering Dept. 
at Edinburgh University, the Conventional strain Units were converted to 
logarithmic strain u*iits, NatUra]. 4'ain (Z ). 
From t.ie three principal natural &tra 1r.L at each ct,ation 
( c?j, , ), strain paraieters detorixiin, the enount and 	etrY of strain 
were calculated. 
They are — 
Natural octahedral unit ch.ar () 
Lode's Unit ( v ) 
47. 
(a) Natural octahedral unit shear ( C-  &  ) 
This is a measure of the amount of shear along an octahedral plane, 
where the axes of the regular octahedron are parallel to the principal 
strains. The unit shear along this octahedral plane is an absolute measure 
of the amount of distortional strain in any deformation of any eyii.etry and 
Dan be used to compare the aioount of distortional strain in the rod and asks 
conglomerates. 
= 	V1 	i - 	+ 	2 	3 ) + ( 	- )2 (Nadal, 1963s, pp.4.+.47)0 
Nadal (1963, p.47) gives a different constant (2/3) to that used 
by the writer. This, however, does not affect the comparative use of 
this measurement. 
An important property of ( is that it is directly proportional 
Lj 
to the amount of work (Go) applied in the distortionsl component of 
strain. 
- octahedral shearing stress, 
= 2 	 C d G,
d - incremental octahedral unit 
0 
shear. 
(Nadai, 1963, p.47). 
Theoretically, strains with eqw'.l( values have had the same 
LO 
amount of mechanical energy expended in the distortional deformation, 
provided the simplest path possible is taken in the doforrzation (Nadai, 1963, 
48. 
49. 
footnote to p.73. 	does not give any indication of the amount of rotational 
strain in the deformation. 
(b) lode's uidt (v) 
This is a measure of the symmetry of strain and is equivalent to 
Flinn 's k--value (Flinn, 1962, p.388). 
2-- 2 	1. 	3 
- '3 	 (lode ., 1926 2 p.932). 
-values range from -1,0 (pure tension) to +1,0 (pure flattening). 
pure tension 	 pure shear 	 pure compression 
(k = c) (k = 1) (k = 0) 
V = -1,0 	 V =0 
	
V = +1,0 
However, unlike Flinn's k-value, z in a simple deformation of the type discussed 
by Ramsay (1964), does not change in value during the deformation. During 
a progressive deformation, each incremental stage in the deformation can be 
represented as a point on the deformation plot (Flinn,, 1962, p.386). 
The locus of points represents the deformation path. Imsay (1964) has shown 
that deformation paths representin- the simplest types of deformation are 
curves of the type a = b log a ,'.Jog b.' Now FUnn's symmetry measurement, 
k, is defined essentially by the slope of the line from the origin of the 
deformation plot through any one point on the deformation path. Thus 
Fig, 25. Geometry and derivation of the strain plane. 
Orthogonal system of C axes which are 
projected parallel to the apace diagonal 
(OP) on to the plane € +E 2 +E 3  = 0. 
The projected strain plane with coplanar 
axes of pure tension CT), pure compression 




+ E3= 0 
CI 
on a curved deformation path, IL =let change in value along the deformation 
path. 
however, on a logarithmic plot, Ramsey' S deformation paths plot 
as straight lines and thus L  bemuse it is based on a logarithmic strain 
unit, does not change in value during deformation. In a progressive 
deformation in which the stresses do not change in value or orientation and 
the mini== amount of work in applied in the deformation, I will determine 
the symmetry of the incremental strain ellipsoid (i.e. the constant ellipsoid 
which is added on at each incremental stage in the deformation) rather than 
the 5juw.Bt?7 of the ellipsoids which result from the addition of the 
Incremental strain ellipsoid. In geological strains, however, where the 
above conditions do not n.oeesariiy hold (end where the inorea.ntsl strain 
ellipsoid may not have a constant shape throughout the deformation), the 
use of 1 to denote strain ay1etr7 will not have any advantage over 
Fj1nl *-value. 
3. A)TTI4U QF JAIA. 
States of strain may be platted in a three dimensional epeoe 
defined by orthogonal a,e of 	 (Fig.25). In iractiOS, 
this three dimensional space is projected on to the Plane (5 = 0 
and is termed the strain plane (Nadat, 1963 1, pp.70-76). 	This strain plane 
Use normal to the Epace diagonal (or) of the three dimensional space 
(where 	 and onta the diagonal at the origin (ig.25). 
equencee of simple tension, compression, and of pure shear art 
50. 
Fig. 26. The strain plane and the deformation "lot. 
a) The strain p1' 	1 coordinates 
Elf 2' E 3• 
h) The strain plane with coordinates 
if. 
c) Flinn' deformation plot with lino 
of equal .Ftortioal straLrt 
( ). 
f 	Field 	of flattening 
c 	Field 	of contrictiofl 
I 
C 3 
I 	 a  




represented in this strain plain by 6 ooplanai straight reja making equal angles 
with each other (Ftg.25). A deformation path representing one of the above 
types of deformation will start at the origin and folloii one of the 6 coplanar 
rays. States of strain with symmetries intermediate to the above types will 
plot as points between the 6 rays. 
For geological strains, only one 600  eeent is required to plot 
all types Of strain if it is assumed that E 1> 	 No methods of 
plotting geological strains on the strain plane can be used. For the first 
type, a petrological triangular diagram may be used with the orLin of the 
plot at one of the apices of the triangle (Fig.26). States of strain are 
represented by the coordinates C] 2' C-  3* 
In the second type, at 60° segment of a polar diaam may be used 
(Fig. 26). Cta.tes of strain are represented by the 000rdinate 	, -u, (which 
are of Qourse based on' 2' )s The locus of points of equal 2-values 
are straight lines radiating from the origin, and the locus of points of equal 
Z.svaluea are concentric circles centred on the origin., 	. iinle state of 
strain vi].l plot at the same point in both diagrams. 
The strain plane is completely analogous to Flinn's d.foration 
plot (Flinn, 1962, pp. 3863) as the fields of flattening and constriction 
lie on either side of the line of pure shear. The strain plane rather than 
the deformation plot is used because the simplest deformation paths plot as 
straight lines on the strain plane. Curved deformation paths will result 
if the stresses change in value or orientation during the deformation. In 
addition, the debrat1.on plot is distorted with respect to the amount of 
distortions.]. tx*in, Points of aqual 	do not lie equidistant from the 
or! :- 	 (. i. 	UL 	 :•: 
IJIR T 
51. 
A projection diarsm ebt1jr to the strain plane can be constructed 
to represent states of stress (Nadai, 1963, pp. 71-72). This is the stresx 
olane in which a threo dimensional space represented by orthogonal stress 
axes (dl , d 2*03) is projected on to the plane l + 	+ 	0. As all 
points along the space diagonal have a = 2 = 03 (i.e. a state of hydrostatic 
atrera), the projection of points on to the stress plane parallel to the specs 
diagonal effeotirely re:ovee the hydrostatic component of stress. Al]. points 
on the strew plane represent the deviatorie component of stress 
(d ] 	0 	0 3 ). 
4. F&:i 	LUIN(i TL 	QXTRAL?iD 
The measured axial ratios of deformed pebblet do not give the 
true value of the strain in the pebbles, because the final shape is influenced 
by factors other than that of strain (Higinz, 1964). The ratios are 
influenced by - 
Errors of measurement. 
Variation of pebble composition. 
Variations of the original shape of the pebbles 
and orientation to the stress axes. 
Volume loss during deformation. 
Effect of repeated deformation. 
Pebble axial ratios were measured as accurately as possible with 
callipern. On the advice of Flinn, 30 ratios were measured in each of two 
52. 
Fig. 27, ¶)eforod pebbles ].yin' itt the CS1 foliation at 
)lefjell. 
The 21 ayes of the pebbles have a variation in 
orientation but the fine Bi ro&ing lineation 
(which may be parallel to the Z axie of the 
strain ellipsoid) has tt lowtant orientation. 
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Fig. 28 	Superposition of a strain on an ellipsoid 
pebble where the stress axes are not parallel 
to the pebble axes. 
The Z axis of the pebble after deformation is 
parallel to neither the Z axis of the initial 
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7 Apparent strain in the pebble after deformation 
 
joint planes at a station. In order to determine whether 30 measurements were 
sufficient to define the average axial ratio along any one joint plane, a 
comparison was made between the average calculated from 30 measurements and 
that calculated from over 1,200. The comparison was mede on the X/! ratio 
at station 20 and the error calculated at 1,1,.. A sample of 30 measurements 
is thus sufficient to define quite accurately the average a,dal ratio of the 
ellipsoid aettione on the joint planes *  
However, an error might result if the sections through the pebbles 
on the joint planes are not parallel to the principal planes of the pebble 
ellipsoids. .ucb deviations could be osused either by variations 61 the 
orientation of the joint planes or by an independent variation in the orien-
station of the pebbles. This error is probably quite small at aygdin because 
mont of the pebble axes are parallel to one another and joint planes can be 
found within 50  of the principal planes of the pebbles. However, in some IZ 
aetions at Olefj.1l, the long axes of the pebbles have a large variation in 
orientation about the 11 lineation (Fig.27). This in a result of the super-
:position of a tectonic strain ellipsoid upon a pre-deformation sedimentary 
ellipsoid shape where the two ellipsoids are not parallel (Fi. 21). The 
resultant pot-deformational ellipsoid is parallel to neithor the initial 
sedimentary ellipsoid shape or the true strain ellipsoid. Thus a teatonic 
strain superposed on initial sedimentary ellipsoid pebbles which have no 
preferred orientation of axes, will result in a variation in orientation 
of the axes of the deformed pebble ellipsoids. Very large deformations will 
be required to bring initially dinorientated axes into paralleli.s. The 
pebbles at Ulefjell may have had a random (or near random) orientation of 
predeformation Z-exes in the rz tectonic plane. 
"'I 
In order to reduce possible errors, measurements at Olefj oil were 
taken in the YZ plane where possible, irrespective of the orientation of the 
Z--axes. 71owever s, measurements in the other plane (e.g.) XI will be in error 
because many of the ellipsoid sections are not parallel to the principal 
planes. The amount of this error is unknown because of the lack of pebble 
orientation data in any one station. 
(b) Variation of Debbie coiwsition 
Oompositional variation between pebbles will cause the viscosity 
to vary, between pebbles during the deformation. Viscosity differences 
probably give rise to varying strain rates and thus pebbles of differing 
compositions may not have the same shape at the and of deformation even if 
they were part of the same stress field. This is not an important problem 
at Bygdin because over 95 of the pebbles are almost pure quartzite and only 
quartzite pebbles were measured. During the pebble deformation, most of the 
pebbles probably had the same viscosity. 
(a) Vaxiatign of orithal 2ebL1 sloe and ojentatjon. 
This factor probably giree the largest errors encountered in 
measuring deformed pebbles. The writer's strain calculations are based on 
the assumption that the original pebble shape was a perfect sphere4 
However, the pebbles of most undoforined conglomerates do not have sphe.icai 
shapes but are ellipsoids. This error is much larger than has been supposed 
in the past (FLiggins, 1964). In addition, the orientation of the principal 
axes of the undeforinod pebble ellipsoids with respect to the stress axes 
54. 
Fig. 29. Fields of error of strain measurement in deformed 
pebbles calculated by Higgins (1960 0  Fig. 101) 
replotted on the strain plane. 
The fields are derived by superposing a single state 
of strain on an initial ellipsoid shape of 4/3/2. The 
strain can be superposed in 6 different orientations so 
that the strain axes are parallel to the initial shape 
axes. This provides 6 different final shapes which 
define the field of error. 3 separate two—dimensional 
strains corresponding to elongations of 50,D, 6696 and 
75k, are superposed. 
Fig 29 
- 3 
o Initial pebble shape 
= 
X Superposed two dimensional strain 
) SO% ELONGATION 
K 666% ELONGATION 
L 75% ELONGATION 
(' Field within which final shape 
may lie 
Fig. 30. Fields of error of strain measurement in deformed 
pebbles calculated by Higgins (1964, Fig. 103) 
replotted on the strain plane. 
The fields of error are derived by superposing three-
dimensional strains on an initial pebble shape of +13/2. 
The strains are - 
6- 2 	C 3 
 +109 -0,69 -01 69 
 #1,1 -O4l -0,69 





o 	Superposed three dimensional strain 
x 	Initial pebble shape 
x/y/z = 4/3 '2 
() Field within which final pebble shape 
may lie 
Fig. 31. Possible fields of error in the strain calculations 
of the I3ygdln  conglomerate. 
An initial shape factor of X/!/ 1,0/1,52/2017 
has been subtracted from two pebble stations 
representing the high.ot and lowest states of 
strain in the Bygdln area. The subtraction has 
been carried out for the 6 different orientations 
of the shape factor with respect to the axes of 
the measured strain. The 6 shapes which are 






o 	Strain measured at stations 
39 and 67 
'S 
, 
S 	 I Possible field of error in strain 
measurement 
is important in ds.eraining the final shape of the pebb].es. This problem has 
been Studied by Ramsay end Ili gins (}Iigins, 1964), who have defined fields 
within which * pebble shape may fall at the end of a deformation,, given 
any initial shape and orientation with respect to the stress axes, and a given 
strain. "'he fields are defined by the 6 possible orientations of t initial. 
ellipsoid shape with respect to the stress axes so that the BtrezB axes are 
parallel to the pebblu axes. 	orientations which are not parallel to 
the stress axes lie within the field. Some of the fields given by fliggins 
are recalculated and plotted on the strain plane (Figs. 29 and 30). The 
error induced by this initial shape factor with regard to the amount and 
symmetry of strain may be up to 100 or more. owe'er, the larger the 
deformation,, the smaller the error. 
In order to calculate the poeible error at 3ygdin, an initial snape 
factor has been Subtracted from the measured pebble shapes of two stations 
representing the highest and lowest amount of deformation (Fig. 31). The shape 
factor chosen was one with Yz!:Z = 1 9 0 :1,52:2,17 as this is near the average 
of shapes of undeformed sandstone and quartzite pebbles (given in Carrol, 1951; 
1inn, 1956; W.nwortb, 1925). Because nature.l strain units can be simply 
added or subtracted to provide addition or subtraction of strain, the initial 
*  




= 	and then subtracted from the measured strain to provide the 
possible error involved by neglect of the shape factor in the strain 
calculations. like the calculations of Higgins, 6 different subtractions 
were carried out for each station, representing the 6 possible orientations 
of the pre-deformation shape to the measured post-deformation shape, so 
55. 
that the axes of both shapes are parallel. The field defined after the sub-
:traction of an initial shape f&ctor represents the possible error in strain 
measurements (Fig.31. The true strain may lie anywhere within the hexagon 
about the measured pebble shape (provided the pre-defortion ehmp at 1y - din 
was close to that averaged from the literature). 
The error in the measurement of the amount of strain (9 ) is up 
to + 	for the high deformation, and 50,b for the low. The error in 
symmetry ( X ) is up to U 0 5 i-units for the high deformation and u 290 
1-units for the low deformation. This last error with respect to the total 
range of symmetry is one of 
(d) V21pe loas 
Any volume loss during deformation (such as material carried ay 
in solution) will affoct the accuracy of the strain calculations because 
these calculations assume that the volume loss during deformation is zero. 
Estimation of poartblo volume lose at !37g!.lin to impossible because of the 
absence of unde formed pebbles. The difficulty of trying to add on ay 
possible volume loss is deoldin whether the volume loss has an iaotrCpio 
symmetry or a symmetry similar to the deformation ellipsoid. Calculations 
by Bamsay (unpub Lished data) indicate that a volume loss (up to 20fr) can 
alter the shape of the final ellipsoid and place it in the flattening field 
even although the deformation was not one of flattening. All stations at 
Bygdin in the flattening field might have only undergone two dimensional 
deformation with the "flattening" pureLy a result of volume loss. 
56. 
(e) Raneated defoxat ion. 
This is an important problem at £3ygdin. because the area has under-. 
:gone three separate strains (ill, 92, 133) all of a p].s5tic nature. The two 
later strains have probably modified the actual values of the firet, strain, 
but ors important, they may hate modified the Symostry, 
The minor structural evidence indicates that, despite modification 
by the second and third movement-c, the cake pebbles are clearly seen to have 
formed prior to the 82 end 33 moveente, because the cake pebbles are 
folded about i32 and 33 folds. 
imiiorly, the rod pebblei can be shows to pre-date the third 
moveient phase bu• they are folded by the 33 folds. However,, the rode 
cannot be dated with repeet to the 132 phase because of the absence of 32 
minor folds in the areas of the rods. The rods either pre-date 32 or were 
formed from cake pebbles during the 132 phase. 
Now any lypot has is ft rod conglomerate formin from cake eon glomi rate 
during the second morerent phase, must explain the restricted distribution 
of the rod conglcmeratee in contract to the widespread distribution of the 
132 strains (i.e. folds). The restricted distribution of the rods could 
result of - 
I) variations in the symmetry of the 132 strain throughout 
the area, 
ii) the 132 strain being superposed on cake pebbles which 
vary in orientation as a result of the 11 
deformation. 
57. 
iii) the H2 strain being superposed on oaks pebbles which vary 
in orientation as a result of the 82 deformation. 
	
1.) 	Variations in the symmetry of the 82 strain are difficult to 
discuss because argenta used to support thin hypothesis could also be 
used to support a hypothesis of cakes and rods forming during the 81 
deformation. This latter hypothesis is obviously more attractive than the 
former. 
ii) 	The final shape of a pebble at the end of deformation In depsnd.nt, 
not only on the Initial shape, but also on the orientation of the pebble axes 
with respect to the strera axes (1iggine, 1964). hence a constant strain 
superposed on pebbles with varying initial orientations will produce different 
shapec at the end of he defortion. 	Rods could quite conceivably form 
frog cakes given initial variations in orientation of the principal Ecee 
of the cakes. Such variations in orientation have been Fuced by the 
writer in experiments carried out on, "silly putty' (pp. 69-70). 	t;ow the 
postulatod variations could have been similar to those in the putty ,  
experiments and could have formed during the 131 deformation. Superposition 
of the 82 strain sight then have produced rods, likc he hypothetical 
deformation discussed on pp.  71-72, 
The variations in orientation of the cake pebbles formed prior 
to the 82 plastic Btruin could also have been prodnoed by 32 concentric 
58. 
Fig. 32. Map of the distribution of the rod—oonglomeratea and 








folding. After folding, the orientation of the pebble axes wild change 
systematically around the fold hinge. The suporpozition of a 02 plastic 
strain on the cakes could then form rods in the fold acre and cakes on the 
limbs (or vice—versa). 
If the hypotheses of rod congloeei-atec forming from cake 
conglomerates by the superposition of the I2 phase, are true, the 32 folds 
might then be expected to control the distribution of the rod conglomerates. 
A comparison of the distribution of the pebble shapes and major second fold 
traces (Fig. 32) indicates tnat the & folds might have oontrolid the rod 
formation as the areas of the rods lie in line with the fold traces. 
However, rods are absent in the largort fold of the area (the Dygdin Antiform) 
and the rods of attform-.a lie outside the fold trace. Thtc last mentioned 
rod area lies at a tectonic level where the dihedral angle of antiform-e 
is only 1500_1700.  The postulated difference in orientation of pebble axes 
of the shapes on the limb and in the fold core is only 100_150  and this does 
not seem sufficient to cause zmh divergence in shape during a second 
do format ion, 
The correlation between rode and second fold traces is probably 
the converse of the above hypothesis. The rod oonglomratea may have been 
areas of vaknesa during the second deformation which controlled the 
position of the major second fold traces. 
The writer believes that the rods and cakes were the result of 
a single deformation (31). There is a complete continuity in the field 
between the rods and cakes (i.e. intermediate shapes between rods and 
59. 
cakes) with the intermediate shapes being folded by 132 minor folds proving 
that they are pre-J32. The variations in symmetry of the conglomerate 
deformation are large].j unaffected by the later strains. 
(5) DISTtIBUTION OF PEBBLS SHAPES 
In spite of the probable errors in the strain measurements, the 
areal patterns of the two strain parameters ( 	and x) seem to the writer 
to be highly significant (Figs. 33, 34 and 35). They show well defined maxima 
and minima that do not appear to be the result of the random distribution. 
As such, the patterns give a clue to the distribution of the symmetry and 
amount of strain. 
(a) Amount of strain ( ) 
The general pattern of E,. at k3ygdin and Olefjall indicates that 
the amount of distortional strain is generally highest at the thrust plane 
and decreases downwards towards a minimum (Fig. 33). The only exception to 
this downward decrease in is in the conglomerate wedge on the southwest 
limb of antiform-a where the amount in fact increases downwards. 
Two minima are present, one on the northeast limb of the l3ygdin 
ttntiform and the other at Olefjell. These minima seem to be almost 
completely surrounded by areas of hi-,her distortional strain and may be 
the result of a lower strain rate in the minima than in the surrounding 
areas. The minimum at Olefjeil has a lower value ( 	+1.0) than the 
minimum at I3ygdin ( = +2.0). 
I.. 
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Map of the distribution of v-values at OlefjelI 
(b) Syimetrr of strain (ui 
The distribution of the ayetry coefficients of strain is similar 
in the Bjgdin and 0].efjefl areas (Figs. % and 35). Throughout the whole 
area the dominant symmetry of strain was one of flatter.tn (defined by f-.valuea 
Of 0 to + 1,0). Only one station could be measured on the north aide of 
Vinatrtvatn (Etation 1,10.50), but a visual comparison of the oonglomerate 
here with that of aygdin and Olefjell suggests that the dominant deformation 
here was one of flattening. (usual estimation also suggests that the 
amount of strain here wan higher than that of 0].efjeli, but almost equal to 
that of 13.y9diti, o,f. Fi3.33). 
The presence of cake conglomerate in thrust slicee up to 300 metres 
abors the basal thrust plane north of Bygdin, augesta in addition that much 
of the Jotun Na2po may also have undergone flattening. 
The rod conglomerates at gdin (v L. -.0,5) which have a 	tz'itonal 
symmetry, are restricted to northwest trending plug-like areas (Fig. %). The 
plugs are elongated parallel to the rod elongation with a lenticular arose-
section, and are completely surrounded by oonglamerate which has undergone 
flattening. 
The plugs lie en-echelon on the northeast limb of the Bygdlu 
Antiforn so that each successive plug to the southeast lies at a lower 
etrwi'it Level with respect to the thrust plane. A plug-like area of 
rod conglomerate is a1zo situated on the southwest limb of antiform-a. 
Flinn (1965) suggested that the symmetries of deformation discussed 
above can also be recognised in non-conglomer e. ic rocks. For example,, 
61. 
sohiste which have undergone a flattening deformation can be expected on aymtry 
arguments, to have a foliation but no lineation (&-teotonitee). Similarly 
rocks which have undergone constriction might be expected to have a lineation 
fabric but no foliation (t-t.ctonites). however, these fabrics might be 
difficult to recognise in areas which have undergone more than one deformation. 
For instance a later lineation could be superposed on an 3.4octontte to produce 
a fabric which F].inn would call an L b-tectonite (i.e. one with a symmetry 
close to that of pure or simple shear). In this case ..he ayiznetry is a 
result of tWo defoxvattona and does not give any guide to the symmetries of 
the two deformations producing the tectonic fabric. 
t-tetonitaa were maped by the author in the granitic rooks of 
the Upper Jotun Nappe (Fig. 34) and consist of granitic rocks without a 
foliation but with a strong lineation of elongate feispars or hornbleades. 
Because of the apparent absence of minor structures of post-31 deformations 
throughout moat of the nappe, the above objection to Flinn's hypothesis does 
not apply and the writer accepts Flinn's view (Flinn, 1965) that these 
&-toctonttss have a symmetry equivalent to the rod conglomerate. 
The presence of t-teotonitea and cake oonglomerate slices within 
the Jotun Nappe suggests that the distribution of the symmetry of strain is 
similar in the nappe to that of the conglomerate near 3ygdin. Mapping of 
these variations in the nappe however eannot be done in such detail as that 
of the conglomerate, 
'o.pite the tact that the whole of the conglomerate at OlefJeU. 
has undergone flattening (Fig. 35) 9 the distribution of the loch of equal 
i-vtluea is uimiliir to that atygd1n. Areas of approximate two 
1-2 
dimen ionaL deformation (_X—values -L-.0) lie in two northwest trend in... tongues 
similar to the plugs of rods at Eygdl.n. In contrast to liygdin, the tongues 
are only surrounded by areas of flattening on three aides. The absence of 
strong flattening on the fourth side (at the lowest structural level) however 
y only be a result of the absence of train data from the aperagmite below 
the conglomerate. 
The movement pictures put forward by the writer to describe the 
deformation in the conglorate at OlefJeU and i3ygdin are oopletely analogous 
and will be described in the conclusions. 
6. D1FLI1tTJQ Mn 
Recognition of deformation paths and the shape of these paths is 
extremely important in the understanding of the physics of rook deformation. 
Any determined geological deformation path would record the stages taken by 
the rock during its deformation and must influence any ideas of the possible 
movement picture of that rock. 
Ramsey (1964) has determined that the eimplant deformation path 
(i.e, one in which the stresses remain constant in value and orientation 
during the deformation and involves the application of the min4-'nn amount 
of work) has the form a = b log ]./log b1 and plots as a straight line on a 
lorithmio deformation plot (or on the strain plane). This is implicit in 
the engineering view that the minimum amount of work is applied in the 
deformation (i.e. the flow is unrestricted) when the increments of strain 
have a constant ratio during deformation (i.e. 
d  1/d-3 and 	2/d 
remain constant) (Nadal, 1963 pp. 73-7+). If the ratios of increments are 
constant, the deformation path on the strain plane must be a straight line. 
63. 
C 3 
Strain plane plot of deformed pebbles from 
Bygdin and Olefjell 
Fig 37 
\ Deformation path 
Possible deformation path at OIefjeIl 
- 3 
If the deformation in more complex than that described above (i.e. 
the values or orientation of the stresses change during deformation) the 
deformatioO path on a logarithmic plot will become curved. 
Recognition of these deformation paths, however, will probably 
be extremely difficult in geological strains. The strain measured in deformed 
oolitee or pebbles representv the final stage in straining and gives no clue 
to the path taken to reach this final stage. Theoretically, AQX path can be 
taken to reach the final point. 
In any one area, however, a collection of strain data might combine 
rock strains which have had the same symmetry of strain but differing strain 
rates. Therefore some parts will undergo less deformation than others and 
the spread of points which would result might then reveal a deformation path. 
The combined plot of strains from Bygdin and OlefjeU (1'ig.36) 
does not reveal any easily defined deformation paths. Each point on the 
plot may have been reached by a unique deformation path. However, the 
strains of Olefjefl reveal a possible deformation path (Fig.37). The majority 
of points define a curved line which Ra be a deformation path. 
If this indeed represents a deformation path, the value and/or the 
orientation of the Bl stresses would appear to have changed during the first 




Reconstructions of the movement pictures of the three attn deform-
sat ions are attempted using the strain data from the pebbles and the symmetry 
of the minor structures. Problems which affect those reoonetruotions inole 
the discrepancy between the symmetry of the deformed pebbles and the symmetry 
of thrusting; the mechanical problem of the movement of a large thrust block 
of the scale of the Upper Sotun Nappe; the significance of fold axes and 
lineations and the pocaibility of determining stress axes from the geometry 
of folds. 
Possible stress fields which caused the movements are tentatively 
derived from the movement pictures. 
MQHM!'JIT PIGT 	Qf TIL URST DfOIEATLON 
The symmetry of the pebble deformation cannot be directly related 
to the symmetry of thrusting. The kinematics of thrusting would be expected 
to have a nonoolinia simple shear symmetry which would induce monodlinic 
fabrics in the rocks. 
In such a simple sheer, the pebbles would deform by shear along 
planes parallel to the thrust plane (Fig.ya) and the long axes of the pebbles 
would be Oblique to the thrust plane. In addition, the plane of pebble 
flattening (equivalent to Si at I3ygdin) would be truncated by the thrust 
plane. As a simple shear has a two dimensional symmetry, the intermediate 
axes of the pebble should not be strained. 
Fig. 38. Sections of the hypothetical and actual pebble 
deformation in the Bygdin area. 
Orientation of deforrrc1 pebbles in a postulated 
rnonoclinic simple shear deformation. 
Actual orientation of the deforred pebbles with 
respect to the thrust plane. 
Structural section through the Olef jell area 
showing the three areas of flattening () which 
are separated by the two areas of near two-
dimensional deformation (2-])). 
The areas are separated by the line of 
v = 0,3. 
Fig 38 
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In fact the actual pebble deformation is of a high symmetry 
(orthorhombic to near-ft -vial) and the plane of pebble flattening (Si) and 
the long axes of the pebbles are parallel to the thrust plane (Fig.38 b). 
The high symmetry of the pebbles (which is a result of strain along the 
intermediate axial direction) and the parallelism of the pebbles to the 
thrust plane, suggests that if the pebble deformation is to be correlated with 
the thrust plane, the movement picture must contain a component in addition to 
that of simple shear. 
The deformation might Include a rotational component which was 
sufficient to rotate the pebbles into parallelism with the thrust plane. Two 
types of possible rotation are - 
i) Rotation of axes accompanying a simple shear component 
of the deformation. 
An independent external rotation which is a result of 
inhomogeneous flow. Pebbles would rotate an a result 
of the flow of the conglomerate matrix. 
I) The high symmetry of the deformation suggests that any simple sheer 
component of the deformation must be minor. Infinite simple shear would be 
required to align the long axes of the pebbles with the thrust plane. This 
alignment must be duo to some process other than that of simple shear. 
ii) An independent external rotation seems unlikely because the amount 
of matrix in many parts of the conglomerate is now small.. At leant towards 
the final stages of the deformation, the pebbles could not rotate 
independently of each other; they were probably locked together and deformed 
as a unit. 
Jbwev-er, the pebble deformation may not be directly related to the 
thrusting became structural evidence indicates that pebble deformation may 
actually poet-date thrusting. Catac].asie and phyllonite formation, which 
were probably synchronous with the actual thrusting of the mappe, may pro-date 
Si formation (i.e. plane of pebble flattening) because phyll.onite bands in the 
nape are folded about l (p. 20). 
The writer tentatively suggests that Lbs pebble deformation post-
dates at least some of the thrust movements. It is possible that the 
initial stages of the 131 deformation were produced by the thrust movements 
and had a monoclinic symmetry which was later effaced by a ?non-rotational 
high symmetry deformation. Uowo'ver, the hih symmetry of pebble deformation 
demands that the postulated initial monoolinic pebble deformation must have 
been alight. 
There is really no discrepancy between the aymmetrie, of pebble 
deformation and thrust movements it a post-thrusting, high symmetry 
deformation took place. 
(b) Pebble micrufabrice 
A few quartz-fabrics were measured by the writer, but are not 
reproduced here. These fabrics are identical to those published by Strand 
(19+5) and thus the discussion of the pebble microfabrice will be based 
solely on Stre.r1' results, 
The qrtz-miorofabrice have near-orthorhombic girdles with the 
girdle axis parallel to the pebble elongation direction. Thus the 
orthorhombic symmetry of the microfabrica is essentially parallel to the 
orthorhombic symmetry of the deformed pebbles. 
67. 
The writer, however, does not agree with Strand's suggestion that 
the quarts girdles formed simultaneously with the pebble deformation. The 
writer believes that these girdles poet-date the pebble deformation and are 
actually of 32 age. The reason for this interpretation is thatStrand's 
diagrams show the girdles and girdle maxima to have a constant geographic 
orientation throughout the whole area, irrespective of the strike and dip of 
the 51 foliation (which is plotted on all of Strand's diagrams). If the 
girdles were of 131 age, they miht be expected to have some symmetrical 
orientation with respect to u]., like the symmetry of the deformed pebbles. 
The B2 major folding should then have rotated the mioroeabrioa so that the 
orientation of the fabric maxima would vary over the 132 major folds. 
In fact s the irlrdle maxima have a constant geographic orientation 
throughout the Uygdtn Arttiforn, and the girdle axes are also parallel to the 
32 fold axes. This suggests that the quartz girdles could also be inter-
apreted as a penetrative miorofabric of 32 age. 
even if the writer's interpretation of the quartz fabrics is in 
error, at least the symmetry of the girdles is consistent with the 
symmetry of the pebble deformation. 
The dominant pebble deformation nt 3ygdin and u].efjell was one of 
flattening normal to the nnpe ( p. 61 ) . fhtn is indicated by positive 
i..values between 0 and • 1,0. However, the movement was not a pure 
flattening with equal extension to the northeast and northwest. All the 
It-values are Lea than +1,0, thus the symmetry is not axial but orthorhombic. 
68. 
The greatest extension took place in a northwest-southeast direetion, parallel 
to the assumed direction of thrust movement. 
Experiments were carried out to try and reproduce the other symmetries 
of deformation (e.g. rode) using flattening as a motive force. The area which 
first suggested a possible mechanism was that of Olefjel]... At OlefJell two 
areas of near two dimensional deformation (vO) lie between three areas of 
flattening (Fig. 38 a). These areas of flattening may have squeezed the two 
dimensional areas in a vice-like grip which did not allow them to extend in 
the intermediate direction (i.e. Einengung flow, Sander, 19) but relief could 
only take place in a northwest-southeast direction. 
Some qualitative experiments were carried out using "silly putty" 
to 	if 	areai of flattening can constrict the area which lies between 
thez. 	uxporiments were set up so that the putty was allowed to flatten 
under it's own weight. Flattening was the only motive force in the 
deformation, but a rotation of stress axes was produced by the geometry of 
the experiments. 
Three blocks of putty were not up such that a shorter block was 
sandwiched between two larger blocks (Plate 12 a and b). k300auBe the outside 
blocks were higher than the internal block, the axial force of gravity Which 
causes the putty to deform, was greater on the outside blocks than in the 
internal block. Circles were impressed on the surface of the putty at the 
start of the deformation to determine the symmetries of the strains 
thriughout the model. As all the blocks deformed, these circles deformed 
into ellipses and the areas of these deformed circles increased and decreased 
as a result of the three dimensional deformation. The middle block in all 
the experiments underwent constriction in a horizontal direction with this 
direction decreasing in length. 
These experiments show that pressure gradients can cause a rotation 
of stress axes. The outride blocks have a larger vertical stress and deform 
at a faster rate than the internal block. This restricts L.be epsos within 
which the internal block can deform and so causes constriction in a horizontal 
direction. With large pressure gradients, the internal block is actively 
squeezed in the horizontal diroot ion so that it decreases in Length. 
This constriction causes the internal putt.* block to elontate 
outwards and upmrda (Plate 13 a and b), thus the deformation In this block 
J13 in effect a flattening deformation which is normal to the flattening in 
the outside blocks. The author's experiments are not atria* analogous to 
the deformation in the rod conglomerate as the rods have undergone shortening 
in the horizontal and vertical directions. 
Flinn (1961) carried out some experiments to try and reproduce the 
deformation of the Bygdin conglomerate, using a model cappe with a deep 
groove in the base. This deep groove represented the Bygdin "Invaginat ion" 
(Map III) whidh was thought by Flinn to have been present in the base of 
the nappo during thrusting, trains equivalent to the rod and cake 
conglomerate could only be produced by Flinn (ibid) when the deformation 
was a static flattening. Elongation in the model rod conglomerate took 
place parallel to the groove (equivalent to the northwest elongation at 
Bygdin) but in addition, elongation structures were also formed normal to 
the gr'ove (equivalent to a northeast direction at 3ydIn). Flinn aueated 
that the flattening and constriotional fabrics in his model were the 
result of pressure gradients, but because northeast e1natlona were absent 
70. 
at 3ygd1n, he suggested that the "Invination" did not cause the constriction 
in the rod conglomerate at Bygdin, but in fact the constriction may have formed 
the "Invaginatton". The present work (pp. 41-42, and Map III) No shown that 
this 0 lnvagination" is post-pebble flattening and in a B2 major antifora. 
Thus the "lnvaginatio&' in the base of the nappo was not present during 
thrusting. Neither Flinn's nor the writer's experiments are really analogous 
to the pebblo deformation, but they at least show that pressure gradients can 
cause rotation of stress axes and can reproduce constrict ional and flattening 
fabrics. 
The writer tentatively suggests two mechanisms to produce rod and 
cake fabrics in a general flattening field. 
i) Rod and cake fabrics can be produood in a model simiLr to the 
putty experiments if the deformation has two phases. In the first phase 
(a) fabrics like those in the putty model would form with a flattening in a 
horizontal position on the outside and another flattening normal to this in 
the middle (Fig. 39a).  The strains represented by those two types of 
deformation would plot on the complete strain plane as in Fig. 39  a. 
Now if the pressure gradients which cause this rotation of stress 
axes were to decrease 80 that there was a uniform flattening in the rocks 
parallel to the general flattening of the first stage, the outside areas 
would continue to flatten into cakes but the internal areas would redefora 
in such a way as to produce rode (Fig. 39 C, phase b). The deformation 
paths taken by the external and internal deformations are different. 
During the first phase, the external deformation path would move along one 
ray of pure Cl 	rinr' and the internal deformatiorLLong another. In the 
second phase (b) the external path would continue along the flattening ray 
7L 
Fig. 39. Hypothetical deformation path of the rod—conglomerate. 
Phase a) Under the influence of a pressure gradient, 
the conglomerate could deform like the "silly—putty" 
experiments so that the flattening in block 1 was 
normal to that of block 2. The deformation paths 
taken by blocks 1 and 2 are depicted on the complete 
strain plane. 
Phase b) Under the influence of a uniform flattening 
normal to axis Cl, the deformation path of block 1 would 
continue along the C]. axis. The path of block 2 would 
change direction and move parallel to the Cl axis. This 
change could move the deformation of block 2 into a 
field of constriction. However, the amount of strain 
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Fig. 40 Cross-section through the rod and cake conglomerates 
with the postulated stress trajectories. 
Schematic cross-section through a plug of rod 
conglomerate. The symmetry of strain in the 
rods suggests that the plug has been constricted 
by the surrounding cake conglomerate. 
Postulated stress trajectories which would account 
for the constriction. 
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and remain cake-like in fox. 
However, the deformation path of the internal deformation would change 
direction during the second phase and move In the same direction as phase b 
of the external deformation. This would move the internal fabric towards a 
field of constriction and the fabric would become rod-like. The change in 
direction of the deformation path is purely a result of the dying out of the 
pros sure gradients. 
However, one strong objection to this theory is that at the end of 
this hypothetical deformation, the apparent amount of distortional strain 
in the rods would only be half that in the cakes whereas in Thot 
(Fig. 36) the apparent amount of strain in the rods and cakes are eqtu1. 
ii) The rode and cakes may also have formed in a deformation which 
did not have two phases like I) above. complex pressure gradients like 
those developed in Flinn'e model may have produced rotations of stress axes 
so that the areas of rods were compressed in a radial vice-like grip (Fig. 40 a). 
This radial compression could have caused two of the pebble axes to decrease 
at the same time rather than one decreasing and then the other as in 
hypothesis 1). 
The distribution of the stress trajectories required for this type 
of deformation are given in Fig. 40b, but the cause of the ooap]x iature of 
these trajectories remains unknown. Flinn (1961) suggested that press 
gradients were produced by depressions and elevations in the base of the 
nappoe liowever, these depressions were not recognised by the writer in 
the field, 
72. 
The 31 linear structures of the aygdin area any have oi of two 
possible origins. The rod conglomerate has a symmetry which suggests that it 
has been elongated in a nort.hwost.seoutheast direction to produce the rod 
lineation. This Lineation is equivalent to the "stretching lineation" of 
many structural geologists (a. f. Clongh, in Gunn et, al., 197, pp.76..2). 
Similarly the L-tectonites of the nappe rocks (p. (JO) seem to indicate a 
similar origin. 
Most of the linear fabrics of the oonglomerate lie in a northwest-
southeast direction parallel to the rod lineation and the strain data indicates 
that this direction was one of maxim= elongation. The writer tentatively 
suggests that most of the northwest 131 lineations in the nappe and the 
sediments are "elongation" or "stretching" lineationa, which were produced 
by elongation of minerals and pebbles in the direction of maximum elongation 
and were formed at the same time as the pebble deformation. 
}Iowever, the B1 fold axes are difficult to explain using this 
"elongation" hypothesis. Mort of the 31 folds have northwest axes 
parallel to the prinoipó.1 elongation direction. Applying the ayiiotry 
principle, these folds could have formed by a shortening in a northeast-
southwest direction. 1kjevor, the strain data of the conglomerate 
Indicates that this direction was generally one of elongation. The foldinr 
of the aparaite bedding (p.22), the phyi.lonito bands in the nappe fk p. 
20) 0 and the B1 folds in the pebbles (p.22 ream difficult to produce in a 
general field of flattening. Most of tht i folded elements were probably 
initially nearly horizontal, parallel to the base of the nappe and in a 
field of flattening (which was also parallel to the base of the nappe) and 
73. 
would tend to bondinage rather than fold (i.e. the planar elements lie between 
the lines of no finite deformation in the bondinage Lieu!. Flinn, 1962, p.'.0). 
The B]. botiinage structure: ( 	23 ) ivo evidence of this boodinag field. 
The writer tentatively suggests that these B1 folds were not formed 
by the flattening deformation, but were in fact earlier. These folds could 
have formed during the thrusting phase, being produced by the shearing forces 
of thrusting. All the ?81 folde in the sparagmite at Olotjell have a sense 
of movement consistent with a thrust movement from the northwest to the 
southeast. 
Structural evidence for the detailed dating of the B1 folds is 
lacking. They can be shown to poet-date much of the cataclas tr ( p. 20 ) 
but they cannot be separated from 31 and pebble deformation. 1., however, 
the 13]. folds pre-dated the flattening deformation, the folds would be 
modified by the flattening deformation making a separation difficult. This 
postulated modification could account for the northwest trend of some of the 
B]. folds. The shearing hypothecia suggests that folds would form with a 
northeast axial trend. There is in fact some evidence or the northeast 
trending B]. fblds (Fig.,.). The modification by the flattening would cause 
some of the fold axes to rotate (Flinn, 1962 9 p.394). The variation in 
symmetry of deformation would tend to cause complex patterns in the 
orientation of the rotated Bl folds at the and of deformation. As the 
maximum extension was in a northwest-southeast direction, the majority of 
fold axes would tend to rotate towards this direction. Thus the present 
northwest trend of the majority of these folds might be a result of later 
7'.. 
modification. 
Fig. 41 	Constrained flaw in the extrusion experiments of 
Reide 1. 
a) Directions of the maximum and minimum stream 
axes which develop in the extruded clay. 











Constrained flow in the extrusion experiments 
of Riedel 
The writer therefore suggests that the 81 linear fabrics are of 
two types. 
B1 fold axes were produced by the shear forces of 
thrusting and were modified by the later flattening 
deformation. 
81 "stretching" Lineations which vera formed in the 
direction of maximum elongation during the flattening 
deformation (o.f. p.27). 
(e) Theeffeot of the variation of strain BvetrY on the =12" IRA 
og the 13]. linsations. 
The variattoni in the syzmaetry of pebble deformation are similar 
to, but not as regular as, the strain perturbations of Turner and Weiss 
(1963, pp. 366.378). Now such perturbations must induce "constrained flow" 
in the rooks as there is a space problem in the areas between the perturbations. 
The d.forrning material there must adjust itself to the two different 
deformations on either side. This adjustment is termed "constrained flow" 
(Nadai, 19509  pp.426-42) 9 and necessitates a rotational doforation 
the stress axes must !m:e in orientation frni point to point itHir the 
material. This type of flow is Illustrated by the extrusion experiments 
of Riedel (1929) where the stress axes can vary through 
960  (Fig. 4a). 
If lineations were produced in tiadel' s experiments, they would have the 
directions depicted in Fig. 41b. 
75. 
Fig. 42. Crogs-sections through the rod and cake conglomerates 
showing the postulated swing in the trend of the B1 
lineations. 
Section parallel to the 51 foliation. 
Section normal to the Si foliation and parallel 
to the rod elongation. 
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Now extending the constrained flow theory to the rod and cake 
conglomerates,, the northwest 131 lineations which form during the pebble 
deformation, should change in orientation from the cakes into the rods. The 
expected swings are depleted in two diagrammatic sections through a plug 
of rod conglomerate. Ce section (Fig.42 a) is orientated Parallel to 
Si and the other (Fig. 42 b) normal to Si and parallel to the pebble 
roddtng. The two types of awing of the 131 lineation direction are a result 
of constrained flow which must take placs between the rode and the cakes. 
However, these swings are not evident on a map of the Bi lineations 
(Fig.43). In fact, the variation in orientation in as great within the 
cake conglomerate as in the area between the cake and rod conglomerates. 
However, possible swings might have been destroyed by later refolding. 
The only evidence of swings in the trend of the Bl lineation 
which may be a result of constrained flow are those at 1rneaodden (Map II) 
and Synberg (Fig. 17). At I3srneaodd*n, the B]. "stretching" lineation is 
roughly eestu.wost and may swing into the regional northwest trend in 
Lake Vinstri. At &nberg, the 131 lineation in east-west in the lower 
Ceabro-Ordovician sediments but swings into a northwest trend in the 
Mellsenn Division and continues in the northwest trend up into the Vaidrea 
Sparaite. 
However, these swings at Barnesodden and Cynb.rg oould also have 
been produced by rotation of an early 131 lineation by the flattening 
deformation. 
76. 
The meehanicl paradox of large overthrueta )*a been described 
by Rubbert and Bubey (1959, pt. It pp.  122-129). They showed that frictional 
resistance to thrusting restricts the size of a thrust block that can be 
moved. Theoretically, a thrust block of the anne thickness as the Upper 
Jotun Nappe could only be moved if it were 18 V2 km. wide. (Present day 
width, 90 km.), T-, ,ren if the nappe was moved by gravity gliding down a slope, 
the inclination of the elope required would be about 3() 
}bbbert and Rubey (1959,  pt. 1, pp. 129-.162) have shown, however, 
that frictional resistance can be overcome by high pore fluid pressures 
In the rocks at the base of the nappe or in the rooks below the nappe. 
High pore fluid pressures have a buoyancy effect similar to the "hover- 
scraft" principle in which much of the weight of the nappo can be supported 
by the fluid pressures and thus effectively reduce the frictional resistance. 
With fluid/overburden pressure ratios of about 0,90, thrust blocks of the 
scale of the Jotun Nappe can be moved (Present day dimensions - mo km. by 
90 km. by 5 km.). 
If these high fluid pressures developed in the Jotunhoim, they 
probably existed in the sediments below the nappe rather than in the nappe 
itself. The rooks of the Upper Jotun Nappe consist mainly of basic gasisses 
and gabbroa which appear to be almost completely impermeable. 
The Valdres Sparagmite and conglomerate were probably still 
unconsOlidated when they were ovorthruet by the nappe (p.22). The over-
:thrusting of a thick impermeable gneiss and gabbro nappe would tend to cause 
high fluia pressures in unconsolidated ?water-eatureted sediment!. If the 
77. 
fluid/overburden pressure ratio reached 0,90, the Upper Jotun Nappe could have 
been moved quite easily. 
(g) QQO1U$iOfl9 
The first movement picture is conceived as starting with large scale 
thrusting of the Upper Jtun Nappe towards the southeast. The origin of 
this nappe is unknown because rocks of the Bergen-Jotun kindred have not been 
found in situ. The metamorphic facies of the Jotun Nappe suggests that the 
nappe was once part of a basement complex and may have been brought from an 
area at present in the sea off the west coast of Norway. 
The mechanical paradox of thrusting cannot be solved for the initial 
stages of thrusting because the state of the rocks over which the nappe moved 
is unknown, but once the nappe reached the Sparaginite region, it was 
probably supported by high fluid pressures developed in the Sparagmite. 
The thrusting developed extensive cataclasis and pbyllonitla•9tion 
in the basal nappe rocks and may have caused folding of the phyllonitea and 
a para gui it e 
Because evidence of a rotational deformation is absent in the 
conglomerate, the general flattening deformation in ascribed to a post-
thrusting phase when the nappe was essentially "dead". This flattening 
took place in part of the nappe (p.60) and the sediments below the nappe. 
It is suggested that the variations in symmetry of this 
deformation were caused by complex pressure gradients which induced plug-like 
areas of constictional flow to develop in the r.,-tectonitea of the nappe 
( P. 62 ) , the two dimeb.aional deformation areas at Olefjell, and in the 
78. 
in the rod conglomerates. The dominant flow direction of the flattened and 
onnetricted areas was towards the southeast and may have caused the sediments 
to flow out underneath the front of the nappe. This dominant flow towards the 
southeast induced e,tenaiis northwent-eouthsaat "strotching' lineations in 
the nappe rocks and the sediments. The ci'e of the pressuregradient - L3 i 
unknown. 
The swings in trend of Bl lineations at IMrtieaodden and nberg 
are either a result of constrained flow or they were proflattenin 1! 
lineations which were rotated by the flattening defOrmation (pp. 73-74.'. 
The amount of distortional strain decreases dovnward frce he 
thrust plane towards a mini 	(Fig. 33) and then at lover structural 
levels increase. again, Two mini are present, one at J3ygdtn and the other 
at Olefjell. The awing of 131 at 1irneeodden could be caused by the constrained 
flow which would .dat between the minim= at OlefjeU and the maxi to the 
northeast of Barnes odden. 
If the principal stresses were parallel to the principal strains 
of the 81 flattening, the maxian compression direction seesa to have been 
normal to the thrust plane with the minimum stress direction in a northwest-
southeast direction (provided the flattening was largely non-rotational: this 
is a reasonable assumption). A possible force causing this deformation may 
have been the weight of the overlying nappe. 
The nappe was probably moved into its present position either by 
gravity gliding or under the influence of a force acting on the back fac, of 
the thrust block. The force of friction was probably reduced by high pore 
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phase where it was supported by there high pore fluid presuree. However,, 
this fluid pressure would tend to decrease if the fluids were allowed to escape, 
(perhaps out underneath the nappe block). With decreasing fluid pressure, 
the block would grndt*lly settle down on top of the sediments until the veighb 
of the nappo was sufficient to flatten the sediments. With zero fluid 
preceure, the vertical pressure acting on the sediments would be approximately 
1 V2 kilobare (equivalent to the weight of the overlying nappe . Provided the 
sediments were unrestricted in directions parallel to the thrust plane, so that 
they could flow out underneath the nappe, this 1Y2  kilobare would probably 
be sufficient to  cause the late phase 131 deformation. 
3. MVNT P1CT 	I -TIJU SXGQND --TE=A TjQN 
Quantitative strain asanurements are not available for the 132 
structures. kbwover, arguments based on the symaetry and orientation of the 
eeoond folds might suggest that the aa.xiva compressive stress of the second 
deformation was normal to the aecond axial planes ('rumor and Weis 1963, 
P- 52). The tact that many of the second told axes are axes of buckling 
(p.25) suggests that at least some shortening took pinos in this direction 
with a partial movement upwards. A structural section of the Win Antiform 
(Fig* i.) seem, to indieate that the main movement of the antifbrm was 
upwards into the nappe. Some movement, howevei, could also have taken place 
Parallel to the 82 axes. 
The writer tentatively suggests that the maxlata compressive 
stress during the second movement phase was near horizontal in a 
northeast—t3outhWet direction normal to the second axial planes. 
The minor B3 structures indicate that the movement picture of the 
third deformation may have been a omplex mixture of concentric buckling 
(c.f. "brittle" conjugate folds, p.29) and plaltia fl ow (c.f. pure NeimiL 
folds, pp...29). 
The enaiyeia of the symmetry of the third structures indicates that 
the third deformation may have had a three dimensional symmetry (P-32) and 
the stress axes were orientated such that the maximum compression we.v 
almost vertical with the minimum stress axis north-south near the horiaontal, 
and the intermediate stress direction eaet-4Jest. 
The vertical maxi 	compression, like that of the 31 deformation, 
suggests that gravity may have been the motive force of the third defOrmation. 
Active horizontal compression during the second movement phase may have caused 
the }Iygdin Antiform to rise vertically Into the nappe. As the 32 forces 
declined, the weight of the nappe may have exerted an increasing restraint 
upon the uprising ant iform, and thereby induced the development of B) 
structures, 
50 ORIGIN OF Ifl 
The origin of the large synclinal depression or "Fltuitgegrabea" 
(Goldschmidt, 1912 ) is unknown. This depression now causes the 31 and 32 
linear structures to plunge at 200_300  towerda the northwest. However, 
without detailed structural investigations from the whole of the Sotunheim 
area, the age of the depression cannot be determined. The "Fe.ltungsgraben" 
could be a primary structure forming at the same time as thrusting, or it 
could be ]ter. 
81. 
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APPENDIX A. 
Station No. 
and No. of 





xz-30 1,0/11,1/180 1 2 14 0,64 -1,78 2,21 0 0 66 
2 xy-30 
xz-30 19 0/4,2/32,0 19 83 -0,20 -1 9 64 2,47 -.0 0 17 
3 xy-30 
xz-30 19 0/2 9 3/30,0 1,99 -0 9 58 -1,4 2 9 52 -0,51 
4xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/4,0/16 1.6 19 41 -0,01 -1 9 40 2,00 -0 2 01 
5 'cy-.30 
xz-30 1,0/7 951540 1,99 09 01 -2 9 00 2 8 84 09 01 
6 xy-30 
-30 1,o/7,+/3o,2 1 9 61 00 20 -1,80 2,,,3 0,17 
7 xy-.30 
xz-30 1,0/2,1/32,0 2 9 06 -0,65 -1 1 41 2 1 59 -0 9 57 
8 NY-30 
xz-30 12 0/15,8/39,9 154 0,61 -2,15 2,7 +  0,50 
9 xy-30 
cz-30 1,0/3,4/35 9 9 1,98 -0,38 -19 60 2,58 -0,32 
10 xy-30 
,cz-30 1,0/418/14,0 19 24 0 9 17 -1 9 40 1,88 0,19 
U xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/4,2/36 9 3 1,92 -0,24 -1,68 2 9 56 -0,20 
12 xy-30 
xz...30 1,0/8 1,2/34,5 1,66 0,23 -1,39 2,53 0,19 
13 ,-30 
-30 1,0/,5/23,6 1,61 -00 05 -1,56 2,24 -0 9 05 
14 xy-30 
xz-30 12 0/3,2/3893 2 9 05 -0,45 -19 61 2,66 -0,36 
15 çy-30 
yz-30 1 9 0/2,5/36,9 2,10 -009 -1,51 2,67 -0038 
i 
Station No. 







,z-19 1,0/2,1/25,0 1,90 -0,58 -1,32  2,40 -0,54 
yz-U 
17 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/2,1/24,3 1 0 88 -0,57 -101 2 9 37 -0954 
18 
xz-30 1,0/2,6/12,2 1 9 35 -0 9 20 -1,15 10 79 -0 0 24 
19 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/5 1,7/21,3 1,.6 0,14 -19 60 2,18 0 9 14 
20 xy-30 
yz-25 1,0/2,9/26,0 19 82 -0 2 39 -1 9 .4 2,37 -006 
21 y-30 
xz-30 1,0/2,3/25 9 0 1,87 -0,52 -1 1,35 2,37 -0,48 
22 ,cy-3O 
xz-30 1,0/5,9/22,0 19 47 0,15 -1,62 2,20 0,15 
23 xy-8 
xz-15 12 0/18 1 1/18,9 0299 0,95 -1,95 240 0 0 97 
24 NY-30 
xz-30 1,0/2,9/1993 1,64 -000 -1,34 2 9 08 -0,30 
25 xy-30 
xz-30 1,04,4/16,2 1,36 0,07 -1,42 1,98 0,07 
26 xy-30 
xz-30 1 0 04,9/22,2 454 0,03 -1,57 2 9 20 0,03 
27 ,cy-30 
xz-30 1,0/3,0,/15,4 1,45 -02 17 -1 0 28 10 95 -09 19 
28 xy-30 
xz-30 1 9 0/4,4/27 9 0 1,71 -0,].]. -19 59 2,35 -0,10 
29 xy-30 
xz-30 11 0/32 3/16,4 12 42 -0 9 04 -1938 498 -0904 
ii 
Station No. 





xz-30 1,0/2,7/0,1 1,67 -0,34 -1,33 2 9 17 -0,34 
31 v-30 
yz-30 1 00/3 9 3/47,3 2,17 -0,49 -1,69 2,81 -0,38 
32 ,c-30 
1,0/3,5/1,7 1,63 -0,18 -.1,45 2,20 -0,18 
33 ,y-30 
xz-30 1,0/6 9 1/13,7 1,14 0933 -1,.7 1,90 9,33 
34 v-30 
xz-30 1,0/6,9/13,7 1 1 10 0,41 -1,51 1,92 0 9 47 
35 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/7,8/26,7 19 51 0,27 -1,78 2 2 36 0,25 
36y-30 
xz-30 1,0/4,0/17,7 446 -0,04 -1,42 2.05 -0 904 
37 'i-O 
yz-30 1 19 0/4,0/41 00 2 9 01 -0,31  -1 970 2,66 -0 125 
38 (y-3O 
yz-30 1,0/4 94/60,9 2,25 -0,39 -1 986 2 096 -0 9 29 
39 xy-30 
,cz-30 1,0/3,6/20,6 1,59 -0 0 16 -1943 2,15 -0,16 
40 xy-30 
xz-17 1,0/3,2/24,7 1975 -0,29 -1,46 2,31 -0,27 
yz-13 
41 V- -r 
x-30 1,0/16,4/34,4 1943 0 9 68 -2,11 2 0 65 0,58 
1.2 y-30 
xz-30 19 0/13,6/21,6 12 18 09 72 -1,90 2,35 0 070 
43 xy-30 
xz-10 1 2 0/17,6/32 9 4 106 0 275 -2,11 2,64 0,65 
44 xy-30 
xz-30 1 0 0/5 97/21,4 1,47 0,13 -460 2,18 0,13 
iii. 
Station No. 
and No. of 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
measurements '/'L/ 	- 	 E 3 
45 çyr..3o 
xz-30 1,0/+,5/25,1 465 -0,08 -1,57 2,29 -0,07 
46 ,cy-30 
xz-30 1 11 0/6,6/15,2 1,].8 005 -1,54 10 98 09 39 
47 xy-30 
xz-30 19 0/4,9/32 0 2 11,79 -0,10 -1 1,68 2 2 47 -0,09 
48 y-30 
:2-30 1,0/5 9 8/23 9 9 1,53 0,]]. -19 64 2 9 26 0 1 10 
49 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/7 9 7/16,0 1,17 0 9 44 -1,61 2 2 04 0 9 47 
50 xy-30 
yz-30 1,0/5,4/23,1 1,66 0 0 01 -1,68 2,37 0 2 01 
51 '?-3 
xz-30 1,0/5,6/20,8 1,.5 0 9 14 -1,59 2.17 0,14 
52 
xz-30 1,0/2,9/8 8,8 10 10 -09 01 -1,09 1,55 0,02 
53 xy-30 
xz-30 1 2 0/4,0/4,1 0,47 0,46 -0,94 1,15 0 9 99 
54 ,y-3o 
,z-3U 1,0/4,2/5,1 09 61 0,42 -10 02 1,27 0,77 
55 xy-30 
yz-30 1,013,51'7,1 0,89 09 17 -1,07 1,40 0,27 
56 xy-30 
yz-30 1,0/3,08/6,31 0,85 0 9 14 -0,99 102 0,23 
57 ,cy-30 
yz-30 1,0/2,8/5,3 0,32 0,11 -0,94 1,26 0,19 
58 xy-30 





- - - C3 E 
59 xy-30 
yz-30 10/4,0/, 4 1,03 0 0 17 -1,20 1,60 0,23 
60 xy-10 
xz-6 1 9 0/5,9/18 9 5 1,36 0,21 -19 56 2,08 0 9 21 
61 y-3O 
xz-3 0 1,0/3, 6/6 , 8 0 9 85 0 0 22 -1,06 1,39 0 9 35 
62 -30 
yz-30 1,0/3,9/7,1 00 85 0 9 26 -1,11 1,+3 
r,39 
63 NY-30 
yz-30 1,04,5/10,6 19 07 0 0 21 -1,29 1,69 
0,2'? 
64 xy-30 
yz-30 1,0/4,0/3,0 0,92 0 0 23 -1,16 450 0,33 
65 ,y-3O 
yz-30 19 0/49 2/7,2 0,34 0,30 -1,13 1,4 0,4 
66 xy-30 
xz-30 1,04,0/,9 1,07 0,20 -10 24 10 65 0 9 21 
67 xy-30 
xz-30 100/3,5/4,0 0 1 51 0,37 -0 9 88 1,09 0,80 
68 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/2,7/6,4 0,91 0,04 -0,95 1 1,32 0,07 
69 y -30 
yz-30 19 0/316/3 12 0 0 97 0,15 -413 1,50 09 22 
70 xy-3O 
yz-30 10/43/109 1,10 0,18 -1,29 1 9 71 0 1 23 
71 NY-30 
yz-30 1 9 0/39 3/7,7 0 1,92 0,20 -11 12 1, +7 000 
72 xj-3C 
xz-30 1,02 00 20 -1,22 1,61 0,26 
73 icy-30 
xz-30 1,0/3,6/8,5 19 00 0,13 -1,1 + 1,53 C,18 
V 
Station ho. 






xz-30 1,0/4,2/8,5 0,94 0,24 -1,19 1,54 0 ,934 
75 y-30 
yz-30 1 ,O/.+ ,6/12,3 19 19 0,17 -106 1,82 09 20 
76 xy-30 
xz-30 1,0/3,9/12,6 1,23 0,07 -100 1,30 0,08 
77 xy-10 
xz-10 10 0/4,5/13,5 11 23 00 14 -107 1,86 0,16 
78 yy-10 
xz-10 11,0/5,2/140 1,23 0,21 -1,44 1,91 0,24 
79 xy-.30 
xz-30 19 0/4,2/16,2 108 0,02 -1,41 12 93 0 9 03 
80 x-30 
xz-30 1 ,0/3,4/14,2 19 06 09 54 -1,59 2 0 00 0,61 
81 -3O 
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Phyllonite bands in the Jotun Nappe 
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a) 	Deformed pebbles flattened in Si. 
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PLATE 4 
a) 	Large ?13l folds in the Vaidres Sparagnite. 
b) 	Inverted current bedding in the Vaidres Sparagmite. 
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a) 	Rhoaboid boizitAs In a pbyllontte bazI of the Jotim Liappe 
(].oltt 2, Fig. 6). Tension. w4 compression axes have 
been derived by bia.otitig the angle between the rhomboid 
PIN is. 
b) 	Large B2 fold refolding  81 fold in a pegmatite vein an 
the Uab of antiforn-f. 
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P une 7. 
B3 minor folds. 
a) 	Rod oong1cnerate near the i3ygdin Hotel. 
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PLATE S. 
) 	Quartz-filled tension gashes. 
b) 	E-, minor fold .ri.t'i quirtz-filled tens ton - rasher.which 
out a B3 minor fold (centre of photograph). 
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a) 	Photomicrograph of the Si strain slip cleavage at 
Synberg. MeUsenn Division. 
b) 	Photomicrograph of the Si foliation in the Va].dres 
Sparagmite showing the rounded relic ?oiaatic grains 
of quartz and felspar. 
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Intermixing of the conglomerate and igneous lithologiea in the 
thrust zone near the I3ygdin Hotel. 
a) 	Defbrmed quartzite pebbles in a matrix of igneous 
phyllonite. Limb of antiform-f. 
b) 	layers of non-congloineratic igneous phyUord.te inter- 
:layered with deformed conglomerate. Limb of antiform-f. 











a) 	Rhythmic layering in the Bitihorn gabbro. 
S 
b) 	Intermediate Igneous xenoliths in the granitic rocks 
of the Sotun Nappe. 
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PJJITE 13. 
Deformed putty modeL 





Minor folds in the Vaidres Sparagmite. 
The origin of these folds in unknown. They may either be 
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Abstract 
The area studied is situated at Bygdin on the southeast margin of 
the Upper Jotun Nappe, which is the highest nappe or the marginal thrust 
zone of the Norwegian (ledonides, and has been thrust over Gambro-Ordovician 
sediments (including the I3ygdin conglomerate). 
Detailed field studies have been carried out to determine the structural 
history of the area, and the deformation pattern of the £ygdin conglomerate 
which underlies the basal thrust plane of the J'otun Nappo. 
Four sets of minor structures are recognized (131, 32 9 133 and 3) with 
the earliest set (81) being produced by the overthrusting of the nappe. This 
81 phase caused the deformation of the liygdin conglomerate and formed 
cataclastic and mylonitio fabrics normally associated with nappe thrusting. 
Most of the 81 linear structures trend northwest-southeast parallel to the 
postulated direction of thrusting of the nappe. 
The second movement phase formed fo]4 and lineations (132) with a 
northwest-trend exactly parallel to the 31 linear trend. In addition to 
the minor structures, ten major antiforms and syriforms of 132 age are 
recognized. The largest 132 fold of the area (the Bygd&n Antiform) folds 
the basal thrust plane of the Jotun Nappe, 
The 133 folds occur only on the minor scale and have large variations 
in orientation of the fold axes and axial planes. This variation is thought 
to be due to the conjugate symmetry of the 83 structures. 
The 134 structures are associated with joint formation and consist of 
joint-drag folds and quartz-or chlorite-filled tension gashes. 
The deformed pebbles of the l3ygdin conglomerate have been measured and 
engineering strain units have been used to define the amount and symmetry of 
the Bi strain. 
These measurements show that the amount of distortional strain is 
generally highest at the thrust plane and decreases downwards towards two 
minima. Structurally below the position of these minima, the amount of 
strain increases again. 
The symmetry measurements show that the dominant pebble deformation 
was a pancake-like flattening, normal to the thrust plane. The exisjenoe 
of flattened conglomerate slices within the Jotun Nappe is taken to indicate 
that the flattening deformationalsO took place in the nappe. 81 minor 
structures and symmetry arguments suggest that this flattening poet-dated 
the thrusting and occurred when the nappe had stopped moving. 
In addition to the pancake-like pebbles, rod shaped pebbles occur 
in northwest trending plug-like areas which are completely surrounded by 
the flattening fabrics. Hod-like fabrics also occur in the nappe rocks 
and are believed to have undergone a defor$tion atmflar to that of the 
rod conglomerate. 
Use other side if F1eeessar'. 
- 	 - 
,., 	
; p!. •, 
CL  
Experimental work by Flinn suggests that the oonatriotional symmetry 
of the rod fabrics can be produced in a general flattening deformation if 
complex pressure gradients exist. It is tentatively suggested that the 
flattening deformation was the result of a verti al flattening under the 
weight of the Upper Jotun Nappe and that complex pressure gradients caused 
the coxatrictional fabrics to flow like toothpaste from a tube. The 
northwest trending Bi lineations were formed in the direction of maximum 
elongation and are "stretching" fabrics. 
The symmetry of the 32 folds indicate that they could have been 
formed by a northeast-southwest compression which caused the Bygdin 
Antiform to rise vertically into the Totun Nappe. 
The maximum stress direction has been determined from the conjugate 
symmetry of the B3 folds and like that of the 131 phase, appears to have 
been near-vertical. It is suggested that at the end of the B2 phase, the 
Bygdin :intiform became unstable because it was no longer supported by the 
B2 stresses and that readjustment took place during the 133 phase under 
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
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4 1 Diagram A Poles to Si foliation and bedding schtstosity 	 I 	 I 
3 	 485 I 	 . 	 . Contours at I, ,3,4,5,6 % 	 9 . 	 19 
Diagram Al 	Poles to rhythnic layering in the Bitihorn Gabbro  
Diagram B 	Axial structures 
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DiagrcimC 	PQI?S to axial Planes and axial plane cleavage ° ° ° 	 o 
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p4 I 	 0 	Structures of the second movement phase 	 ' 
4 	 306 	 .... • 	 o 	 45 . 	 I 	 . Structures of the third movement phase 
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